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Časovno-ločjive raziskave ultrahitre strukturne dinamike valenčne
modulacije iridija v IrTe2
Izvleček
Z ultrahitro časovno-ločljivo optično spektroskopijo smo raziskovali relaksacijsko
dinamiko v IrTe2, plastovitem, kvazi-2D materialu, ki je znan po nenavadnih faznih
prehodih, po fazah z ureditvijo naboja pri temperaturah, nižjih od ∼ 280 K, in po
pojavu superprevodnosti v dopiranem materialu ali v nedopiranih tankih vzorcih.
Opazovali smo relaksacijsko dinamiko materiala po vzbuditvi s šibkimi ultra-
kratkimi laserskimi sunki v temperaturnem območju med 10 K in 300 K, ter pri
nizkih temperaturah ob močni fotovzbuditvi. V limiti šibke vzbuditve smo identi-
ficirali vse strukturne faze materiala ter opazili njihovo histerezo. V eksperimentih
pod močno fotovzbuditvijo smo opazili spremenjen režim relaksacije in značilnosti
neobstojne, fotovzbujene mešanice različnih strukturnih faz. V eksperimentih s tri-
pulzno metodo pri nizkih temperaturah smo prav tako opazili značilnosti začasnega
fotoinduciranega faznega prehoda v višje temperaturno stanje, ki se sprosti nazaj v
začetno stanje po ∼ 100− 150 ps.
Ključne besede: Ultrahitra časovno-ločljiva optična spektroskopija, fazni prehodi,
relaksacijski procesi v kovinah in zlitinah, superprevodni materiali, metastabilne
faze, kolektivni efekti
PACS: 78.47.jh, 64.70.K-, 72.15.Lh, 74.70.-b, 64.60.My, 71.45.-d

Time-resolved optical studies of ultrafast structural dynamics of the
valency modulation of iridium in IrTe2
Abstract
By employing ultrafast time-domain reflectivity spectroscopy we have studied the
relaxation dynamics in IrTe2, a layered, quasi-2D material known for its unusual
structural phase transitions, the appearance of charge ordered phases under ∼ 280
K and for the emergence of superconductivity in doped bulk samples and in thin
flakes of the pristine compound.
We have studied the pump-induced relaxation behaviour of the material in the
temperature range between 10 K and 300 K in the linear regime of excitation, as
well as at low temperatures in the strong excitation regime. From weak excitation
experiments we have been able to identify all of the structural phases of the mate-
rial and have observed the reported structural hysteresis. Experiments under strong
photoexcitation reveal modified relaxation behaviour with signatures of a transient,
non-thermal photoinduced mixture of multiple charge orders. In additional low-
temperature three-pulse pump-probe experiments we observe further evidence of a
transient photoinduced transition to a higher temperature state, which slowly re-
laxes back into the initial state after ∼ 100− 150 ps.
Keywords: Ultrafast time-resolved optical spectroscopy, solid-solid transitions, re-
laxation processes in metals and alloys, superconducting materials (noncuprates),
metastable phases, collective effects
PACS: 78.47.jh, 64.70.K-, 72.15.Lh, 74.70.-b, 64.60.My, 71.45.-d
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In recent decades time-resolved spectroscopies have found wide use in the studies of
strongly correlated materials and other interesting solid-state systems. The defin-
ing feature of these techniques is their ability to simultaneously reveal temporal
and spectroscopic information about non-equilibrium properties of materials. Non-
equilibrium methods have been commonplace in solid-state physics for a long time,
as any transport, tunnelling, photoemission, or optical experiment is performed un-
der the application of an external electric field which either drives the electrons or
induces transitions. However, in contrast to ultrafast methods, the application time
of these fields is much longer than the interaction times between the internal degrees
of freedom of the system [1].
Time-resolved optical reflectivity spectroscopy, which has been extensively em-
ployed in this thesis, falls under the umbrella of a large number of time-resolved spec-
troscopic techniques, which distinguish themselves from more conventional methods
mentioned above by their ability to subject solid-state systems to perturbations
whose timescales are shorter or on-the-order-of typical relaxation times in materi-
als. This can only be achieved by the use of ultrafast lasers, capable of producing
ultrashort pulses of coherent optical radiation of lengths ranging from a few to a few
hundred femtoseconds.
Ultrafast experiments are commonly employed to study quasi-particle relaxation
dynamics in complex materials, which can shed light on the most important inter-
actions in a particular compound. Non-equilibrium superconductivity is another
important subfield, where relaxation dynamics in the presence of bottlenecks result-
ing from the gapped nature of the system, are studied. Notably, ultrafast spec-
troscopy is used to study the dynamics of collective states, such as the destruction
and recovery of the superconducting condensate, or alternatively the dynamics of
the amplitude and phase modes associated with specific order parameters [1]. Lastly,
and perhaps most excitingly, excitations on ultrashort timescales can be employed
to not only study ultrafast processes, but to selectively excite specific degrees of
freedom in order to create novel metastable states which cannot be reached through
conventional thermodynamic channels. The most notable example of this is the
switchable long-term metastability in 1T−TaS2 [2] which holds great promise in
regard to technological applicability, as it is already being explored as a basis for
novel cryocomputing memory.
In this thesis we investigate the properties of a particular material, IrTe2, which
doesn’t hold much promise as far as application is concerned, but is no less worth
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studying due to a variety of interesting features, such as atypical structural prop-
erties and a complicated superconducting phase diagram. At the start of this work
the possibility of tailoring superconducting properties of the material with ultra-
fast optical pulses was our main motivation, but we have found that IrTe2 exhibits
unexpected behaviour when under the influence of ultrashort laser pulses of high
photoexcitation densities.
We begin with a very short introduction to the class of materials into which IrTe2
belongs, and, in the next chapter, introduce our material by providing a summary
of previous work. Next, in Chapter 3, a bit of theory will be introduced. This will
prove useful in understanding the discussions of Chapter 4, where the experimental
methods we employed in our investigations and the data processing procedures will
be described in detail. In Chapter 5 the results of our investigation will be presented
and finally, in Chapter 6 the thesis will be brought to its conclusion together with
a short discussion of future prospects.
1.1 Transition metal dichalcogenides
Transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are compounds of the chemical formula
MX2, where M is a transition metal (Mo, W, Ir, Ta, etc.) and X a chalcogen (S,
Se, Te, etc.) and have received renewed attention after the discovery of graphene in
2004 because of their layered structure and the promise of enhanced correlation due
to reduced dimensionality. TMDCs continue to be studied today due to their inter-
esting phase diagrams and a multitude of possible applications. Bulk TMDCs are
known to host charge density wave phases [3] and for the emergence of superconduc-
tivity [4], however, a lot of research nowadays focuses on 2D-TMDCs because their
layered nature makes reducing their thickness down to monolayers easy and they
are often combined into van der Waals heterostructures [5]. Electronic properties of
such 2D materials can be easily tuned by manipulating dimensionality, engineering
the substrate, manipulating strain, doping etc. and in addition to showing interest-
ing physics, these materials show promise for all kinds of technological applications
including, but not limited to switches, sensors, solar cells, photodetectors or field-
effect transistors [6, 7]. That the practicality of these materials is real and not just
a fantasy is evident from the fact that Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Com-
pany (TSMC), one of the world’s largest semiconductor companies and the world’s
largest foundry, is investigating a particular TMDC - WS2 - for use in field effect
transistors [8].
TMDCs have been and continue to be a subject of considerable scientific interest
to scientist from a variety of disciplines. In this work we study the properties of
IrTr2 which belongs to this class of materials but is in some ways distinct. An




As noted above, IrTe2 belongs to a class of materials known as transition-metal
dichalcogenides (TMDCs) which are layered, quasi-2D (so called van der Waals)
materials known for their rich phase diagrams and the ease with which material
properties can be tailored.
2.1 Structural properties
Let us first discuss structural properties of IrTe2. At room temperature it crystallises
in the trigonal CdI2 structure in the P3m1 space group [10]. The high temperature
structure is shown in Figure 2.1, where Ir atoms are shown in blue and Te atoms in
yellow. Upon cooling the material undergoes a first order structural phase transition
at ∼ 280 K into a tetragonal structure (space group P1) and accompanied by the
appearance of charge order in the form of one dimensional stripes, characterized by
a modulation vector q1/5 = (1/5, 0, 1/5), as well as a jump in electrical resistivity
a) b)
Figure 2.1: Room temperature structure of IrTe2. a): Trigonal structure of IrTe2 viewed
along the z-axis. Iridium atoms are shown in blue and tellurium atoms in yellow. b):
Structure of IrTe2 viewed perpendicular to the a-axis showing the characteristic layered
structure. Figure adapted from [9].
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a) b)
Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the relationship between the low temperature tetrag-
onal and the high temperature trigonal lattice in IrTe2. Stripe order of (1/5) modulation
is shown. Crystallographic axes of the high temperature trigonal lattice are shown in blue
and of the low temperature tetragonal lattice in orange. Red lines correspond to bonds be-
tween dimerized Ir atoms, orange boxes to the (1/5) stripe phase unit cell and blue shaded
regions to the stripes which form along the high temperature b-axis. a): The schematic
structure viewed along the high temperature z-axis. b): The structure viewed along the
high temperature b-axis - along the stripes. Figure adapted from [21].
and a decrease in Pauli susceptibility, which are usually attributed to the formation
of a charge density wave [10]. TMDCs are generally known for hosting charge
density wave (CDW) phases, but the stripe phase in IrTe2 is not a typical charge
density wave. No evidence of a CDW gap was observed [11] and instead, the charge
ordering is thought to be due to partial intralayer Ir-Ir dimerization and interlayer
Te-Te polymerisation [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The transition is characterized by
the change of valency of iridium from Ir3+ at high temperatures to a mixed Ir3+
and Ir4+ state, where the latter form the dimers [18, 19]. At the surface of the
sample the charge order manifests itself in the form of stripes along the b-axis of
the high temperature lattice and detailed studies of the structure concluded that
three crystallographically independent Ir sites exist and that the associated bond
lengths along the a-axis differ substantially (∼ 3Å, ∼ 3.9Å, and ∼ 4Å). This can
be viewed as formation of one Ir-Ir dimer from the set of five Ir atoms along the
a-axis [20]. A schematic representation of the orientation of the tetragonal unit cell
and its relation to the trigonal one is shown in Figure 2.2.
In high quality crystals an additional transition (also first order) is observed
around ∼ 190 K where the lattice modulation changes to predominantly q1/8 =
(1/8, 0, 1/8) [12, 13, 18, 25] (see Figure 2.3a), but other periodicities have also been
observed to a lesser extent in various STM studies [12, 13, 19, 22, 26]. STM images
of surfaces hosting different periodicities are shown in Figure 2.3b and Figure 2.3d
and a schematic representation of the structure of the stripes in Figure 2.4a. Each
of the phases can be characterized by the ratio of the dimer-forming Ir4+ to the
normal Ir3+ atoms [18, 19, 27].
Cooling to lower temperatures has no influence on the bulk structural proper-
ties, but reportedly there exists a series of first order transition around ∼ 160 K [19]
which lead to the appearance of a (1/6)-periodicity low temperature surface ground
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 2.3: Different charge ordered phases in pristine and doped IrTe2. a): A scanning
tunnelling microscope (STM) image (240 × 240 nm2) of the topography of the surface of
pristine IrTe2 at 77 K showing the unidirectional superlattice of the charge order. A mix
of periodicities is observed, but the predominant one is (1/8). Crystal axes of the high
temperature structure are shown by black arrows. Adapted from [22]. b): An intersec-
tion of differently oriented charge ordered phases of different predominant periodicities.
Adapted from [23]. c): Topographic STM image of the hexagonal-like structures found on
the surface of superconducting Ir0.95Pt0.05Te2. Fourier transform of the image is shown in
inset. Adapted from [24]. d): Atomically resolved STM images of some of the different
surfaces found in pristine IrTe2. (1/5)-phase (below the first transition) and (1/8)-phase
(below the second) phases are the most common, but (1/11)-phase can also be observed
below the second transition. 1 × 1 phase is the high temperature structure exhibiting no
charge order. Adapted from [13].
a) b) c)
Figure 2.4: a): A schematic representation of some of the charge ordered phases found
in IrTe2 at low temperatures. D stands for an Ir-Ir dimer, numbers correspond to the
number of rows of undimerized iridium atoms between dimerized ones. Adapted from [19].
b): Resistivity in IrTe2 single crystals (orange and black dashed curves) and in a polycrys-
talline sample (green curve, scaled by 0.1) upon cooling and heating. Phase transitions
are accompanied by abrupt changes in resistivity, but a broad hysteresis loop is observed.
Only one jump is observed in the polycrystalline sample indicating the second transition
is supressed by disorder. Adapted from [18]. c): Magnetic susceptibility and its hysteresis
in IrTe2. The transition temperatures are consistent with those observed in resistivity
measurements on panel b). Also adapted from [18].
state [12, 13, 19, 22] and there are in effect two phase diagrams: one for the surface
and one for the bulk [19, 26]. Additionally, the structural transitions are hysteretic
(in all crystals, even if the second bulk structural transition is not observed), as ob-
served in electrical conductivity or magnetic susceptibility measurements (see Figure
2.4b and Figure 2.4c), but metallicity is preserved at all temperatures [10, 17, 18, 28].
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2.2 Superconductivity
A property of IrTe2 that has spurred a lot of research in the last decade is super-
conductivity, which has been found to emerge in bulk samples doped with Pt, Pd
or Rh [10, 32, 33]. Figure 2.3c shows the surface of a superconducting Pt doped
sample, where hexagonal structures are observed instead of the charge ordered phase
found in undoped IrTe2. Superconducting transition temperatures were found to be
a function of the doping level and about 3.1 K in optimally doped (∼ 5%) bulk
crystals [10, 32] and at first glance the same paradigm as in cuprates and other
TMDCs seems to apply here as well: suppression of charge order is related to the
emergence of superconductivity and the familiar superconducting dome appears in
the phase diagram [10, 17, 29, 32] (see panels a) to d) of Figure 2.5). One study,
however, reported the existence of the (1/5) charge ordered phase in an optimally
doped crystal, but superconductivity itself was not studied [34]. This example and
others to be illustrated below show that the matter of superconductivity in IrTe2 is
far from settled.
Confusingly, there have been recent reports of superconductivity in pristine bulk
samples [28, 35], even though no superconducting transition in undoped samples
was reported in other works studying doping dependences [10, 29, 32]. In [35], the
authors observed only a single structural transition around 280 K, suggesting lower
quality crystals, and a superconducting transition around 2.5 K, but their findings
might reasonably be the result of unintentional doping. However, in [28] both struc-
tural transitions and a superconducting transition, again at 2.5 K, were observed.
The authors report an increase in the charge-carrier concentration below the sec-
ond transition (in contrast to the decrease of the carrier concentration below the
first) and suggest the higher carrier density and the reconstruction of the electronic
structure might be essential for the emergence of superconductivity.
Superconductivity was also studied in thin flakes of IrTe2. By subjecting IrTe2
nanoflakes to cooling rates as large as 107 K/s, the authors of [36] were able to
demonstrate switching from the metallic into the superconducting state. By ther-
mally quenching the sample from 300 K to 4 K the transition to the charge ordered
state was avoided and superconductivity manifested itself under ∼ 3 K. The ob-
served behaviour is claimed to be due to the small sample volume, which serves
to minimize the number of nucleation sites through which the first order transition
might proceed, and the high cooling rates, which proved to be essential in achieving
zero-resistance.
Superconductivity in thin samples was also studied in [30] and [21]. In the
former case the authors studied IrTe2 crystals of thickness of about 70 − 90 nm
and found superconductivity to emerge in a slow-cooling scenario at temperatures
between ∼ 3.2 K and ∼ 2 K, depending on the sample. Some of their results are
presented in Figure 2.5e. In their case, bulk crystal only shows the first of the
two structural transition, and in some thinned samples this transition is completely
supressed. The authors point out the metastable nature of the superconducting
state, which is due to the varied ratios of the non-superconducting striped phase
which randomly nucleated in the flake versus the non-striped phase during cooling.
It is known that kinetics of first order phase transitions can be slowed by thinning,
resulting in the avoidance of a phase transition even on slow cooling [37], and the







Figure 2.5: Superconductivity in IrTe2. a) - d: STM images of Ir1−xPtxTe2 for vari-
ous doping levels x. At x = 0 in a) and x = 0.04 in b) the sample is underdoped and
non-superconducting. At these levels of doping the charge order persists. At x = 0.07 in
c) and x = 0.15 in d) the charge order is supressed by doping and at x = 0.07 where
superconductivity emerges, a hexagonal-like patchwork structure, similar to Figure 2.3c is
observed. No superconductivity was observed in overdoped samples at x = 0.15. Panels a)
- d) adapted from [29]. e): Superconductivity was observed in pristine thinned samples,
but not in the bulk material. Adapted from [30]. f): A phase diagram of thinning induced
superconductivity. Circles and squares correspond to the temperatures of the transition
from the high temperature structure into the (1/5)-phase obtained via resistivity measure-
ments or via Raman scattering. Ts,up and Ts,dn correspond to the transition temperatures
obtained on heating and cooling. Black dots represent 10× the superconducting transition
temperature. In the phase diagram, the superconducting dome is shaded in yellow, the
charge ordered state in blue and the normal state in red. Adapted from [21]. g): Sur-
face patch found in an intersection of differently oriented striped phases. The structures
in the patch are hexagonal and superconducting under 3.1 K. h): Scanning tunnelling
spectroscopy along a line perpendicular to a border between a charge ordered domain and
a superconducting surface patch. Deep in the superconducting patch, a BCS-like gap is
observed, which vanishes inside the charge ordered phase. g) and h) adapted from [31].
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of superconductivity.
In the second study [21], the authors constructed a phase diagram (shown in
Figure 2.5f) of IrTe2 nanoflakes as a function of flake thickness. In a departure from
the usual competing orders picture in other TMDCs and unconventional supercon-
ductors, where superconductivity arises after the melting of the parent order, the
authors found evidence of the coexistence of the stripe order and superconductivity.
Moreover, the coexisting stripe phase was found to increase the coupling strength
of the superconducting state, in contrast to the bulk example.
Lastly, and most interestingly for us at the beginning of our investigations of
IrTe2, another instance of superconductivity emerging in bulk, undoped samples was
reported in [31]. Hexagonal surface patches visually similar to the surface of doped
superconducting samples, as the one shown in Figure 2.5g, were found to coexist
with the charge order and appear at intersections of differently oriented striped
phases. The patches were found to be superconducting under ∼ 3 K (see Figure
2.5h) and moreover, their surface density was found to increase by rapidly cooling
the sample. By modelling the observed hexagonal patches as forming due to the
differently oriented stripes it was found that such a structure can be stabilised in
the monolayer under a compressive strain of about 10%. As alluded to, this work
proved to be one of the most interesting motivating factors in our work, as the
emergence of hexagonal structures via both thermal (fast heating/cooling) and non-
thermal (optical control over stripe density) routes can be envisaged when IrTe2 is
exposed to ultrafast optical pulses.
Based on the above it is apparent that superconductivity in IrTe2 and especially
its relation to the charge ordered phases in the material is a hotly debated topic
with, as of yet, no clear explanation given for the multitude of observed behaviours.
Additionally, a number of optical experiments were performed to characterize
both static and dynamic properties of IrTe2 (static reflectivity [38], static ARPES [11,
18, 19, 39], time-resolved electron diffraction [40], Raman spectroscopy [41, 42]). An
interesting study was performed with time-resolved ARPES [25], where the authors
explored the possibility of photoinduced phase transition in this material. Only a
partial, transient phase transition was induced, and the authors conclude that in
the course of photoexcitation the material might be trapped in a metastable out-
of-equilibrium state. The authors noted that IrTe2 exhibits a robustness towards a
photoinduced transition into the HT-phase.
No comprehensive time-resolved reflectivity study was ever conducted and in-
tensities used in the time-resolved experiments were rather low. Consequently, the
purpose of our work was to first provide a comprehensive temperature dependent
study of the material in all of its structural phases and examine if the low tem-
perature charge order can be influenced or even controlled by strong ultrafast laser
pulses with the overarching hope of inducing surface domains capable of hosting





In this chapter a short introduction to the interaction of light with solid state ma-
terials on ultrafast timescales will be given to provide a framework for the detailed
discussion of our experimental technique, ultrafast pump-probe reflectivity spec-
troscopy, in Chapter 4 as well to facilitate a better understanding of our results in
Chapter 5. In this work only light of, or close to, optical frequencies will be con-
sidered. Our aim is not to study resonant optical transitions or particular optical
excitation (e.g. infrared-active phonon modes), but rather dynamics of photoexcited
carriers, which are mostly determined by the low-energy excitation spectra of ma-
terials [43]. The other benefit of this approach is technical, as large optical energy
densities is easily achievable in this frequency range. Experiments which will be
considered are usually described with phenomenological models due to the lack of
general microscopic models of the relevant processes.
First, the two-temperature model, a simple model describing the relaxation of
photoexcited carriers in metals will be described. Then a phenomenological descrip-
tion of the mechanisms for creation of so-called coherent phonons - situations where
populations of certain phonon modes become macroscopically large as a result of
excitation by ultrafast laser pulses - in both transparent and opaque media will be
given. Lastly, after a brief introduction to the experimental method (which will
be expanded later), two examples of previous work will be introduced to provide
the basis for a discussion on how common features in experimental data are usually
interpreted for different classes of materials. This is again necessary due to a lack
of microscopic models in the field.
3.1 Two-temperature model
What happens to a solid-state system (specifically a metal) after an extremely short
excitation, for example by a sub-picosecond laser pulse? The two-temperature model
is a simple and widely used model employed to describe the relaxation dynamics of
the material [44, 45]. The model assumes two subsystems: the electron subsystem
and the lattice. The electrons, after excitation by the short pulse of laser radiation,
quickly reach a quasi-equilibrium distribution to which an effective temperature
can be assigned. The electron subsystem then relaxes by transferring its energy
to the lattice and raising the lattice effective temperature. It is assumed that the
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electron-electron and the phonon-phonon scattering are both much stronger than
electron-phonon scattering and that as a result both the electrons and the phonons
indeed exist in quasi-thermal equilibrium at all times and an effective temperature
can be assigned to each of the subsystems [44, 45, 46, 47].
Figure 3.1: Example of the electron
and lattice temperatures as a func-
tion of time. The calculation was
done for 1T -TaS2 being exposed to
a 1 mJ/cm2 pulse at a base temper-
ature of 4.2 K. Adapted from [48].
Because of the large discrepancy in mass,
only the electrons are strongly perturbed by the
light field and the absorption of laser radiation
results in a transient, highly non-equilibrium
electron gas near the metal surface. Electrons
are excited above the Fermi level while leaving
the states below empty and their distribution
is strongly modified compared to the equilib-
rium Fermi-Dirac distribution. In the absence
of an equilibrium distribution it is impossible to
properly define an electronic ’temperature’, but
due to the small heat capacity of this electron
gas the ’temperature’ of the heating electrons
very closely follows the temporal shape of the
laser pulse. Meanwhile the lattice (invoking the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation) remains es-
sentially unperturbed but the electrons, through
electron-electron scattering, relax to states close
to the Fermi level achieving a quasi-equilibrium
distribution to which an effective temperature
can be assigned in ∼ 10−100 fs (according to the model) after the initial excitation.
Heating of the lattice proceeds only after the electron subsystem, which absorbed
the full energy of the laser pulse, starts to shed its excess energy by interacting with
the lattice subsystem through electron-phonon interaction, usually on the timescale
of some hundreds of femtoseconds to a couple of picoseconds. The transfer of energy
from the electrons to the phonons is simultaneously accompanied by diffusion of hot
electrons from the surface of the sample into the bulk. The above processes finally
result in quasi-equilibrium of both the electrons and the phonons, and both subsys-
tems slowly relax back to ambient condition by a mostly heat diffusion dominated
process [45, 46, 47].
In the 1D case, the relaxation process above can be described by two partial

















= CelγT (Tel − Tlat)
(3.1)
where Tel and Tlat are the electron and lattice temperatures, Cel and Clat the electron
and lattice heat capacities, κel the electron thermal conductivity, S(z, t) the absorbed
power density, γT the thermal relaxation rate and the z-coordinate corresponds to
sample depth. The first term on the right side of the first of the equations in
Equation (3.1) describes the diffusion of hot electrons out of the exposed volume
and the second term the change of electronic temperature due to energy transfer
from the electronic and into the lattice system.
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The thermal relaxation rate can be expressed as
γT =
3ℏλ < ω2 >
πkBTel
(3.2)
where the product λ < ω2 >, the product of the ’mass enhancement factor’ which
is a measure of the strength of the electron-phonon coupling, and the second mo-
ment of the phonon frequencies, is particularly important in the BCS theory of
superconductivity [45, 46].
Figure 3.1 shows the calculated electronic and lattice temperatures as a function
of time in 1T -TaS2 after excitation by a 1 mJ/cm2 pulse at an ambient temperature
of 4.2 K [48].
3.2 Generation of coherent phonons
A different, but very important, manifestation of electron-phonon interaction is the
excitation of coherent lattice oscillations with ultrashort laser pulses.
When the pulse duration of the exciting laser is short compared with the period
of some phonon oscillation in the solid, a coherent vibration of the lattice can be
excited where all the lattice atoms are oscillating with the same frequency and phase
over a macroscopic (comparable to the spatial extent of the laser pulse) region of the
sample. In other words, a coherent phonon oscillation corresponds to a situation,
where the population of a certain mode is macroscopically large. This is fundamen-
tally different from the thermal-equilibrium state of the solid, where the population
of phonon modes is governed by the Bose distribution[49]. Only non-resonant exci-
tation of Raman active modes will be considered here, however, infra-red (IR) active
modes can be resonantly driven directly by the optical field, but the corresponding
resonances are typically located in the far-to-mid-IR range (THz pulses of energies
on the order of tens of meV), orders of magnitude from mid-IR to optical frequencies
range (∼ 1.5− 3 eV) used in our experiments.
In a non-resonant excitation process quasiparticles are first excited by photons
whose energy is high compared to typical phonon energies. Following this process,
two limiting cases of the excitation of coherent modes are usually discussed and will
be treated below: Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS, first described
in [50]) and Displacive Excitation of Coherent Phonons (DECP, first described in
[51]). After the initial excitation of the coherent vibration the macroscopic modula-
tion in phononic coordinates is translated back into a modulation of the quasipar-
ticle configuration because of their interaction through electron-phonon coupling.
It is well known that optical properties of a solid are connected to the quasiparti-
cle (electronic) configuration in the material (for a review see [52] or [53]) and the
macroscopic phonon mode can be observed in experiment through transmissivity or
reflectivity [46, 49].
Excitations of coherent phonons is only made possible by the existence of optical
phonons at the Brillouin zone centre, where q ∼ 0, because the near-vanishing
momentum of the exciting photon necessitates vertical transitions due to momentum
conservation [46].
Due to the macroscopic nature of a coherent phonon vibration, a phenomeno-
logical, semi-classical treatment can be employed in their approximate description.
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The coherent vibration is treated as a damped, driven harmonic oscillator, where










where Q(t) is connected to the time dependent amplitude of the coherent phonon
along a normal coordinate Q, ωQ is the frequency of the mode, γ the damping
constant, µ the reduced mass and F (t) the (mechanism-specific) driving force [49,
50, 51, 54]. In the following the afore mentioned limiting cases will be described in
more detail.
3.2.1 Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering
ISRS is usually the dominant excitation mechanism in transparent media, such as
insulators and semiconductors, and is a two-photon process, where the first photon
of energy ω1 and wave vector k1 is (virtually) absorbed and a second photon with
energy ω2 and wave vector k2 is emitted. Because energy and momentum have to
be conserved, a phonon of energy ωph and wave vector qph is created where
ℏω1 − ℏω2 = ℏωph
ℏk1 − ℏk2 = ℏqph.
(3.4)
Because the required energy difference is (corresponding to the energy of a typical
optical phonon) on the order of some tens of meV, only photons from a sufficiently
broadband optical pulse can satisfy conditions (3.4). In other words: the optical
pulse has to be sufficiently short (for example: a 200 fs long pulse corresponds to a
frequency spread of 5 THz or alternatively ∼ 20.7 meV in energy).
In this case the phonon is generated ’impulsively’ meaning the driving force is
active only during the duration of the laser pulse e.g. the oscillator is kicked (a
pendulum receiving a kick while in its energy minimum). It can be shown that in







where χαβ is the linear susceptibility,
∂χαβ
∂Q
the Raman tensor and Eα, Eβ components
of the pulse field. By solving the equations of motion (Equation (3.3)) it is found that
in the limit of short pulses the solution correspond to a sinusoidal time evolution of
the normal coordinate, e.g. the oscillation proceeds as Q(t) ∝ sin (ωpht) [46, 49, 50].
3.2.2 Displacive excitation of coherent phonons
In opaque media like metals and semimetals, where absorption is not negligible,
displacive excitation of coherent phonons (DECP) is the dominant mechanism re-
sponsible for coherent phonon generation [51]. Only phonons of A1 symmetry can
be excited in the DECP model. A1 modes are breathing modes, which do not lower
the symmetry of the lattice, and where the equilibrium position of the ions can be
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thought to be determined by a minimization of the free energy of the system. For
this reason, the equilibrium positions of ions in the lattice are temperature depen-
dent and can be thought to change in displacements consistent with A1 symmetry
with changing temperature.
In such a system excitation by a short laser pulse would, after a short time it takes
for the electronic distribution to thermalize and reach quasi-equilibrium, result in
the creation of an excited electronic quasi-high-temperature state, while the lattice
remains approximately stationary. The newly created quasi-high-temperature state
corresponds to a different lattice-potential minimum than the electronic ground
state with a different, quasi-equilibrium coordinate Q0,t. Because the equilibrium
positions of the lattice depends on the electronic state, the displacement form the
new quasi-equilibrium coordinate Q0,t will act as a driving force and the atoms will
start to oscillate around this new, transient equilibrium coordinate. In this case, the
driving force is ’displacive’ (as if a pendulum is released from its extremal generalised





The time evolution of the normal coordinate is of the form Q(t) ∝ 1−A cos (ωpht)
with amplitude A and the lattice ions oscillate around the new, ’displaced’ equilib-
rium positions [46, 49, 51].
In real materials, however, the situation is not always black or white. Optical
pulses can drive both types of coherent oscillations and the driving force can have
both an impulsive and a displacive component. As a consequence, in real materials
the phase of coherent oscillations can vary between the limiting cases discussed
above [49, 54, 55].
3.3 Relaxation in materials excited by an ultrafast
laser pulse
In this work we utilize a specific ultrafast spectroscopy technique - time-resolved
pump-probe reflectivity spectroscopy. The sample is excited by an ultrafast laser
pulse and after a controllable delay a second, weaker pulse is reflected off the sample,
probing the pump induced change in reflectivity - transient reflectivity. Because
this is a complicated, non-stationary process the question arises how to interpret
experimental results. Different phenomenological models exist for different materials
and different regimes of strength of pump perturbation but discussing the observed
relaxation response in microscopic terms can be difficult. Below we briefly describe
how relaxation of reflectivity can be interpreted in two different classes of materials,
but generally, pump-probe reflectivity spectroscopy is a very indirect probe and
information about different dynamical processes is extracted by combining it with
other techniques which are able to reveal more microscopic information.
In order to discuss relaxation dynamics, we note that the first step in the ex-
citation process proceeds similarly in metals, narrow-gap semiconductors and even
superconductors. Energy of the laser pulse is absorbed by the electron system and
particle-hole pairs are excited in interband transitions. In metals, relaxation is then
frequently discussed as proceeding according to the two-temperature model (TTM)
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as given in Section 3.1. In this picture the hot carriers relax to states close to the
Fermi energy in ∼ 10 − 100 ps due to electron-electron and electron-phonon scat-
tering events. It has been found that in all materials, not just metals, subsequent
relaxation processes are strongly dependent on the low energy excitation spectra of
the material in question [43].
Figure 3.2: Pump induced change in
reflectivity as a function of pump-
probe delay for a variety of metals,
measured at room temperature. A
TTM derived fit is shown on top of
the raw data. Adapted from [56].
Let us first consider metals. Figure 3.2 shows
the changes in reflectivity induced by the pump
in several metallic thin-films together with a two-
temperature model (TTM) derived fit, where the
change in reflectivity ∆R is assumed to be pro-
portional to the sum of changes in the electronic
and lattice temperatures: ∆R = a∆Tel+ b∆Tlat.
The quality of the fit is quite bad for modern
standards but is due to there being only one free
parameter. The short-time response (relaxation
with rate ≤ 1 ps) is attributed to only electronic
relaxation and long-time response (≫ 10 ps) to
lattice-mediated diffusion of heat from the ex-
cited volume [56]. Similar interpretations for re-
laxation components of different timescales are
used even today: short-time relaxation is at-
tributed to processes involving electronic degrees
of freedom, longer time-scale processes to lattice
degrees of freedom and still longer ones to diffu-
sion as in most materials the relaxation can be
described by a two- or three-exponential decay.
However, it was found that carrier relax-
ation can deviate appreciably from the predic-
tions of TTM due to carriers transferring en-
ergy to the phonon subsystem before thermal-
ization occurs [57]. TTM predictions were found
to be in agreement with experiment at very high
absorbed energy densities (close to the dam-
age threshold of the metal) where the quasi-
equilibrium electronic temperature is very high
(for a short review see [57]) or alternatively the application of TTM to the extrac-
tion of the electron phonon coupling constant was shown to be possible provided
the carriers were already quasi-thermal in the time-window considered and electronic
temperatures were measured experimentally [58]. However, due to the convenience of
the two-temperature model it continues to be used today and relaxation components
in pump-beam time-traces are continually being assigned to be due to electronic,
lattice or other origin, depending on the timescale.
Since we are motivated by the possibility of a superconducting state in IrTe2, let
us discuss how the relaxation process looks like in superconductors, and what are
the precursors of a superconducting state in time-resolved reflectivity measurements.
Superconductors as well as other narrow-gap materials are well suited for pump-
probe spectroscopy experiments and were studied extensively [43, 57].
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Figure 3.3: Normalised pump-probe response
in La1.9Sr0.1CuO4 below (a)) and above (b))
TC and at different pump beam fluences.
See main text for more details. Adapted
from [59].
In narrow-gap systems, the relax-
atory behaviour is complicated by the
presence of the gap. The Rothwarf-
Taylor model, initially applied to the
study of quasiparticle recombination dy-
namics in superconductors in a non-
ultrafast experiment [60], is used to ex-
plain the relaxation process. A bottle-
neck in relaxation occurs after the ini-
tially hot electrons relax back just above
gap because phonons with energies less
than 2∆ (energies smaller than the gap)
cannot contribute to the relaxation of
the excited quasiparticles. The result-
ing accumulation of quasiparticles above
the gap strongly supresses the relax-
ation because high energy phonons are
emitted in particle-hole recombination
across the gap. These phonons, due to
their high energy, excite more particle-
hole pairs and in this way a positive
feedback mechanism is created [43, 61].
Let us consider an example of how
different relaxation dynamics might be
interpreted in superconductors. Figure
3.3 shows the pump-induced reflectivity change in La1.9Sr0.1CuO4 (with a supercon-
ducting transition at TC = 30 K) below TC (Figure 3.3a) and above TC (normalized
curves on Figure 3.3b). Relaxation is seen to differ substantially and features A and
B are marked in the figures. Feature B is observed below and above the supercon-
ducting transition and is assigned to carrier recombination across the pseudogap.
Feature A is only visible strictly below TC and is assigned to quasiparticle relaxation
across the superconducting gap. Its risetime is interpreted as the time required for
the quasiparticle population to increase as a result of Cooper pair breaking due
to photoexcitation. From the above data, the threshold vaporization fluence, the
energy density required to vaporize the superconducting condensate (break all the
Cooper pairs) was determined [59].
Thus, despite the indirect nature of time-resolved reflectivity measurements,
sweeping relevant experimental parameters (temperature, fluence, pump or probe
wavelength among others) and decomposing different features of the signal can be
an effective tool to disentangle their contributions and connect them to known mi-
croscopic properties.
In the next section the experimental technique will be presented in more de-
tail and relevant parts of the setup as well as data processing procedures will be
discussed.
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Dynamical processes in solid state systems occur at extremely short timescales
(femto- or pico-seconds) and are impossible to observe using conventional electrical
methods. Ultrafast spectroscopy provides the experimentalist with the temporal
resolution required to study these processes, for example carrier excitation and sub-
sequent relaxation in metals, semiconductors, or superconductors. It is especially
well suited to the study of coupling, for example in superconductors, because it en-
ables the extraction of the electron-phonon coupling constant [62] or for the study of
the order parameter in a second-order phase transition [63, 64]. Additionally, it can
provide ”smoking gun” evidence of previously unobserved photoinduced behaviour,
as will be described in more detail in Chapter 5.
This chapter is devoted to the description of experimental details and data anal-
ysis procedures employed in our studies. The generation of ultrashort pulses will
be described first, followed by a description of our experimental technique, ultra-
fast pump-probe reflectivity spectroscopy. Next, a discussion of how our observable,
photoinduced transient reflectivity, couples to the polarisation of the probe field will
be given and data analysis procedures will be described at the end of the chapter.
4.1 Ultrafast lasers
To achieve the necessary temporal resolution, light from pulsed lasers with pulse
lengths of tenths of femtoseconds is used in ultrafast spectroscopy measurements.
Lasers with pulse lengths ranging anywhere from ∼ 10 to 100 fs are commonly
employed in such experiments; in our case the pulse length was ∼ 50 fs. A brief
introduction will be given below. An introduction to the basic theory of continuous-
wave (CW) lasers can be found in any number of photonics books, for example [65,
66].
4.1.1 Generating ultrafast optical pulses
Pulsed operation of lasers is usually achieved in one of two ways. In the so-called
Q-switch (’Q’ for quality) mode of operation, which is mostly used in manufacturing,
the losses of the resonator are modulated in a way as to produce the desired temporal
shape, duration, and repetition period of the pulses. The basic premise is that while
the losses of the resonator are high, a large amount of energy can be stored in the gain
medium. When the medium is sufficiently pumped and the maximum amount of
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energy is stored, the resonator losses are rapidly decreased which decreases the lasing
threshold and the laser produces a highly amplified single pulse, with the typical
pulse length of 1−100 ns and repetition rates of 10−100 kHz. Modulating the losses
is usually achieved by deflecting the beam in the resonator with an acousto-optic
modulator or an electro-optic modulator [65, 67].
In scientific applications, on the other hand, shorter pulse lengths are usually
desired. In time-resolved experiments the pulse length has to be shorter or at least
comparable to the timescale of the process under study, otherwise the features the
experimentalist wishes to observe are washed out. To achieve the necessary pulse
lengths (several to several hundreds of femtoseconds) an approach known as mode-
locking is employed.
In general (if no additional care is taken) lasers produce light of several discrete
frequencies, centered around the fundamental frequency. Which frequencies are
amplified is determined by the gain medium and the resonator. The resonator
is an optical cavity and, as in all cavities, standing waves can be produced by
the interference of reflected waves. The frequencies of these resonator modes are





where n ∈ Z is the mode index, c in the speed of light and L the length of the (1D)
cavity.
The transition responsible for lasing operation is centered around some frequency
ω0, but also has a linewidth. Because of the uncertainty principle, the energy ℏω0
between two levels has a width which is given by a Lorentzian function. We might
expect the width of the line to be simply the inverse relaxation time corresponding
to the transition responsible for lasing action, but depending on the gain medium,
additional effects contribute to the broadening of the line such as the Doppler effect
in gaseous lasers or impurity scattering in solid-state lasers.
Figure 4.1: An illustration of mode-locking operation. a): Standing wave of different
frequencies, but of the same phase are superimposed to form a wave packet. b): Output
pulses of length τ separated by time T . Adapted from [65].
Which frequencies are amplified in a laser is determined by a convolution of the
linewidth with the resonator modes and the number can be quite high. In mode-
locking lasers a high number of amplified modes is desirable, and an extremely short
pulse can be produced by the interference of these modes. Most common gain media
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for these kinds of lasers are Nd:YAG for industrial applications, with the linewidth
of about ∆ν = 7 THz, and Ti:Al2O3 (Ti:sapphire) for scientific applications, with a
linewidth of about 100 THz [65, 67].
In a mode-locking laser the electric field at some fixed point inside the resonator






where N is the number of excited resonator modes, ϕm is the random phase of mode
m and Am is the amplitude of mode m. Let us approximate Am = A0 for all m. If






The output laser pulses are of the same temporal shape as the power, which
is proportional to the square of the field, and are characterized by pulse length
τ = 2π
N∆ω
and repetition period T = 2L/c (see Figure 4.1b). This is the basis for
model-locking laser operation.
Above we have assumed that the phases of all the modes magically vanish. In
general, these phases are random, and the modes are uncorrelated. To achieve mode-
locking, a passive or an active way to match the phases must be employed, where
both require the modulation of the losses, for example by an absorbing dye (utilizing
the optical Kerr effect) in the former case, or an acousto-optic modulator (with the
working frequency set to the frequency spacing between adjacent resonator modes)
in the latter. Mode-locking lasers are able to produce pulses as short as ∼ 10 fs [65].
4.1.2 Coherent Mira/RegA ultrafast laser system
The laser setup we have used to perform our experiment is capable of producing
∼ 50 fs pulses and, in the present configuration, up to ∼ 10 mJ/cm2 of pump beam
fluence on the sample. It consists of two pump lasers (which have nothing to do
with the pump beam), Coherent Verdi V-6 and Coherent Verdi V-10, which are used
to pump the Coherent Mira 900-F seed laser and the Coherent RegA 9050 amplifier,
respectively.
The Verdi lasers are diode pumped Nd:YVO4 lasers which produce a frequency
doubled 532 nm (green colour) CW beam at the output and are used to pump the
Mira ultrafast laser and the RegA amplifier [68]. Mira is a Ti:Al2O3 (Ti:sapphire)
ultrafast laser, in our case outputting at 800 nm, but tuning between 780 and 820
nm is possible [69]. In addition to pulsed operation at 76 MHz, CW operation is
also possible. In pulsed operation the energy per pulse is 4 nJ and the bandwidth is
35 nm. The pulses from the Mira laser are then stretched in time to ∼ 50 ps by an
Expander/Compressor and regeneratively amplified in 20-30 roundtrips inside the
RegA cavity by a Ti:sapphire crystal. The amplified pulses are then separated from
the injected Mira pulses and ejected from RegA back into the Expander/Compressor
where they are recompressed back to ∼ 50 fs. The energy per pulse after amplifica-
tion is about 3 µJ with a bandwidth of ∼ 30 nm and a repetition rate of 250 kHz [69],
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which can be adjusted between 10 and 300 kHz [70]. A simplified schematic of the






Figure 4.2: A schematic of the Mira/RegA ultrafast laser system.
4.2 Time resolved pump-probe reflectivity
spectroscopy
Above we have quickly given the principles of operation of pulsed lasers, however,
no description of the actual experimental method was given. In the remainder of
this chapter, the experimental setup will be described in more detail.
The pump-probe technique is possibly the most common of all the ultrafast
techniques. The principle is simple: excite the sample with the pump beam and
probe the resulting changes in the reflectivity by bouncing the probe beam off the
sample and into a detector or alternatively probe the changes in transmissivity by
recording the intensity of the transmitted beam.
In both cases, the beam from the ultrafast laser is split into two beams of different
intensities with a beam splitter. The more intensive beam (the pump beam) usually
carries about 80-90% of the intensity and the lower intensity beam (the probe beam)
carries the rest. Both beams are impinged on a sample which is usually, but not
necessarily, mounted inside an optical cryostat. An optical path difference between
the probe and the pump is achieved by controllably displacing a mirror, mounted
on a mechanical translator. In this way, a delay between the exact time the pulses
reach the sample can be controllably varied.
To measure any meaningful signal, the probed region of the sample must be the
same as the excited one - the probe beam is overlapped with the pump on the sample
surface. Typical diameters of the beams on the sample are ≤ 50 µm for the probe
and ≤ 100 µm for the pump to ensure the probed region is smaller than the excited
one.
The interaction of the pump beam field with the sample results in a change in
the optical reflectivity (or transmissivity) of the sample. This is probed by the probe
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Figure 4.3: A cartoon of the pump-probe technique. The pump (blue) and the probe (red)
beam are overlapped on the sample and the probe beam is reflected into the detector.
beam. As mentioned, measurements can be done in both the transmission or the
reflection regime: the transmitted part of the probe beam is focused onto a detector
or alternatively the probe beam is reflected from the sample surface before being
directed into a detector - a photodiode. In our case the reflection geometry was used
and will be the only one considered from this point on.
As noted, by varying the optical path difference between the beams and mea-
suring the amount of reflected light the time evolution of the pump induced change
can be measured. The measurement is performed delay by delay: at an optical path
difference corresponding to some delay between the pulses, the measurement is re-
peated many times and an average response is recorded at each of the chosen delays.
For example: an optical path difference of 1 µm corresponds to a pump-probe delay
of about 3.3 fs [71, 72].
Because the changes in reflectivity are usually small, the pump beam is addi-
tionally modulated either by a mechanical chopper or an acousto-optic modulator
with a known modulation frequency. The signal - the current measure by the pho-
todiode - is in effect a sum of three components: a time independent component
corresponding to the intensity of the (unmodulated) probe beam in the absence of
excitation, the periodic component corresponding to changes induced by the mod-
ulated pump beam, and noise. A preamplifier is used to convert the current signal
to voltage and split it into a DC component, which corresponds to total reflectivity,
and an AC component which is, together with a sinusoidal signal corresponding to
the frequency of modulation, used as input by a lock-in, which is used to isolate
and amplify the periodic part of the signal. The preamplifier allows for additional
amplification if needed while the time constant of the lock-in determines the number
of data points which, when averaged over, correspond to one data point in the time
evolution of the pump induced change [71]. Transient reflectivity ∆R/R is then










where ∆VR is the lock-in measured voltage (the AC part), corresponding to a change
in reflectivity, V ′R = GVR is the DC component of the voltage, measured by the
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Figure 4.4: A diagram of the pump-probe setup in the degenerate pump-probe scheme. In
the non-degenerate scheme, the setup would have to be complemented by the addition of
a polariser, a half-wave plate, a BBO (BaB2O4) crystal and a short-pass filter after the
acousto-optic modulator (AOM), as well as a long-pass filter before the detector/diode.
The angle of incidence towards the sample is exaggerated for convenience.
preamplifier and amplified by gain G and VR is the un-amplified DC voltage, corre-
sponding to the static (not influenced by the pump) reflectivity.
In order to reduce noise in the measured signal or alternatively to not saturate
the detector it is important to take measures to only detect the light from the probe
beam, which can be a challenge because of geometric constraints. To this end, the
experiment can be performed either in the non-degenerate arrangement, where the
wavelength of one of the beams is decreased by passing it through a non-linear
optical crystal and mounting an appropriate filter in front of the detector (as in
the cartoon on Figure (4.3)) or in the degenerate arrangement by using beams of
the same colour but of crossed polarisations. In our experiment, both arrangements
were used, but most of the measurements were done in the degenerate one. The
non-degenerate arrangement has the advantage of there possibly being less noise
and an additional advantage can be the absence of the so-called ’coherent artifact’,
which is a dramatic increase in the observed signal at zero-delay, which comes from
the interference of the two pulses and the sample [73]. A significant disadvantage
of the non-degenerate arrangement and the reason we have mostly used beams of
the same colour is the decrease in power which is the result of the inefficiency of the
nonlinear frequency doubling process in barium borate (BBO - BaB2O4) crystal. In
cases where more power is needed, degenerate pump-probe is the best option.
As briefly mentioned, the sample can be mounted in air, but is usually mounted
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in an optical cryostat (a cryostat with a window allowing for impingement of light)
which allows the sample to be in a vacuum environment and for cooling or heating
of the sample. The cryostat is cooled by liquid nitrogen or liquid helium. In both
cases, a vacuum-walled transfer tube is used to connect the liquid coolant dewar and
the cryostat, and a pump along with a flow regulator are used to achieve a stable
flow of the coolant. If nitrogen is used, the outgoing nitrogen gas is just let into the
room (nitrogen is cheap) and if lower temperatures are needed and helium is used
as coolant, the pump exhaust is led into the helium regeneration system.
The sample can be heated by heating one of the three resistors mounted inside
the cryostat, and the heating/cooling process is controlled by a commercial temper-
ature controller, which utilizes PID control to approach and maintain the selected
temperature.
A diagram of the measurement setup and its main components can be seen in
Figure (4.4). Note that the incidence angle of the beams onto the sample is greatly
exaggerated.
In our experiments, either the 800 nm fundamental or the frequency doubled 400
nm wavelengths were used for the pump, but most measurements were performed
with the 800 nm pump. The probe beam wavelength was always 800 nm. The
diameter of the probe beam was usually about ∼ 20 − 25 µm, the diameter of the
blue pump beam about 100− 110 µm and the diameter of the red pump beam ∼ 50
µm, where we have taken the diameter to be the full-width-at-half-maximum of the
2D intensity profile of the laser beam. More important than the actual diameter of
the beams is the so-called beam fluence, which is the perpendicular (to the sample)
component of the energy density per laser pulse. An estimate of the fluence per




where Pmeas is the measured power of the laser beam (measured by a bolometer
power meter), ν the laser repetition rate, κ the beam modulation factor and S = πσ2
the beam area with σ being the effective radius of the laser pulse. The factor κ cor-
responds to 1 when calculating the fluence of the probe pulse (because it is left
unmodulated) and to 2 when calculating the fluence of the pumps. This is because
the pump beam is modulated (either with an acousto-optic modulator or a mechan-
ical chopper) with the frequency of around 2.7 kHz and as such the measured power
(measured as close to the sample as possible) is the result of only half of the pulses
the laser actually produces (from the point of view of the power meter, the beam
is switched off for half the time because of the modulation). The pulse length was
about 50 fs and the repetition rate 250 kHz (4 µ seconds between pulses). The flu-
ences of the beams are usually set low, for example if measurements in the so-called
linear (or equilibrium) regime are performed. In this regime the amplitude of the
transient reflectivity response scales linearly with fluence. The interval of appropri-
ate fluences corresponding to the linear regime is, of course, material dependent.
At higher fluences, saturation of the transient reflectivity response can occur
due to the saturation of absorption in the material. This can be understood in
the following way: if the fluence is high enough that an appreciable number of all
of the available carriers are photoexcited, the relative perturbation of the complex
dielectric constant becomes saturated. In a way the material can be thought of as
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becoming more transparent. Exposure to even higher laser fluences can sometimes
result in sample damage, but in some materials, high fluence photoexcitation can
result in long-lived metastable phases, as is the case for the transition to a low tem-
perature thermodynamically inaccessible state in 1T -TaS2, which was first observed
at the Complex Matter Department in 2013/2014 [2], or in photoinduced phase
transitions as is the well-known metal-insulator phase transition in VO2 [74], which
can also be induced by high fluence exposure with ultrafast pulses [75].
In our case we found that the linear regime in IrTe2 extends to quite high fluences
and as a result our measurements in the this regime were performed at fluences of
15−20 µmJ/cm2 for the probe, ∼ 0.2 mJ/cm2 for the blue pump and ∼ 0.5 mJ/cm2
for the red pump. Even in linear regime measurements high fluences are desirable
because of improved signal to noise ratio. We have also performed measurements
at very high fluences, about ∼ 10 mJ/cm2, and even at such levels of exposure we
have observed no sample damage.
4.3 Polarisation selective detection
Up to this point no attention has been paid to how an important property of light
influences the results of the experiment: the polarisation. By using waveplates (half-
wave plates also known as λ/2 plates) it is possible to control the polarisation of
both beams impinging on the sample in a pump-probe setup. Importantly, if the
degenerate pump-probe scheme is utilised, it is essential to set the polarisation of
the pump perpendicular to that of the probe (and perpendicular to the last polariser
before the detector, which should be set parallel to the polarisation of the probe)
as to only measure the reflected probe beam with no admixture of light from the
pump. However, varying the polarisations of the pump and probe can be utilized to
probe the anisotropy of the complex dielectric constant, which is generally a tensor.
Let us briefly return to theory. Excitation of the sample due to the pump pulse
can be divided into the dissipative excitation process and the impulsive excitation
process (not to be confused to the mechanisms of generating coherent phonons in
Section 3.2). In the dissipative process, a photon is absorbed which results in the
generation of high energy carriers which, due to different scattering processes, relax
and release their energy to the lattice on the timescale of a couple of femtoseconds.
In this way, a nonequilibrium population of all sorts of excitations is created, but
because of the incoherent nature of the scattering processes responsible for relax-
ation, the ’memory’ of the initial carrier momenta is lost in the process. What has
been described is similar to the discussion of the two-temperature model in Section
3.1.
As a result of this ’forgetfulness’, the dissipative process can, if the excitation is
not too strong, be regarded as a small perturbation of the single-particle (quasipar-
ticle) density near the Fermi level, but without any significant change (renormaliza-
tion) of the band structure1. In the small perturbation regime, quasiparticle density,
which is a scalar, can only excite symmetric (’breathing’) A1 excitations [71].
It is important to note the difference between the above and the DECP mecha-
nism of Section 3.2.2: while the initial stages of both processes are the same, phonons
1This regime of ’excitation without renormalization’ of the band structure is what was meant
as the ’linear regime’ in the discussion of laser fluence in the preceding section.
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are excited because the new, excited, quasi-equilibrium electronic state corresponds
to a different ground state of the lattice and in the semi-classical picture, the lattice
then feels a force due to this new, quasi-equilibrium electronic distribution. The
excitation of some coherent phonon then proceeds because of the mutual sensitivity
of the electronic state to the lattice and vice versa, embodied in the non-vanishing
derivative of the susceptibility with respect to the mode in question - the (linear)
Raman tensor Rα,β =
∂χα,β
∂Q
. On the other hand, the difference in the dissipative
process discussed above is that there is no coherence. Here, ’all sorts of excita-
tions’ (in the previous paragraph) refers to quasiparticles, phonons, magnons, or
even other excitations, but because of the incoherence of the scattering responsi-
ble for the relaxation of photoexcited carriers, the temporal evolution of transient
reflectivity exhibits only the ’averaged-out’ response.
The impulsive excitation process, on the other hand, can excite phonon modes





where Ω is the phonon frequency [55, 71]. The diagonal terms
are responsible for symmetric Ag modes and the off-diagonal terms for the non-
symmetric modes. In materials with non-zero off-diagonal terms of the Raman
tensor, the polarisation of the pump beam determines which excitations will be
excited.
Let us now consider the interrogating part of the experiment. The transient
change of reflectivity probed by the probe can be due to either photoinduced ab-
sorption, where the polarisation selection rules are defined by the dielectric tensor
(see [76] for an example), or the stimulated Raman scattering process, where the
pump-induced change results in a change of electric polarisation Pk =
∑
l RklElnq
where Rkl = ∂ϵkl∂nq is the Raman-like tensor, ϵkl the dielectric tensor, El a component
of the electric field and nq the (quasi-) particle density near the Fermi level [71].
No matter the mechanism of excitation and interrogation, the behaviour of tran-
sient reflectivity can in any case differ for different pump or probe polarizations, and
by studying the angular dependence of the response, information about the symme-
try of the material can be extracted. More importantly, by performing temperature
dependent measurements it is possible to extract information about different compo-
nents of the dielectric tensor corresponding to different physical properties and their
temperature evolution, as was shown for example in [77] and [78]. Alternatively,
by employing balanced detection (with the use of a polarisation splitting Wollaston
prism and a two channel detector), components of the transient reflectivity signal
corresponding to excitations of particular symmetry have successfully been singled
out [71, 79].
4.4 Data analysis
As was described in Section 4.2, transient reflectivity is being recorded as a function
of the delay between the pump and the probe pulses. The measurements are recorded
into a text file consisting of a short header, describing the parameters of the lock-in
amplifier, the time, the date etc., and columns of data corresponding to the delay
between the pump and the probe pulses, as well different components of the signal
of the diode, as acquired by the lock-in. The transient reflectivity ∆R
R
is calculated
as the ratio of the AC component of the signal at the frequency of pump modulation
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and the DC component, multiplied by G, the gain of the preamplifier (see Equation
(4.4)).
The actual data acquisition software responsible for data readout was written
in-house by dr. Tomaž Mertelj from the Complex Matter Department. The program
is called TimeRes and through it the various components of the measurement setup
(like the mechanical delay stage, the lock-in, the temperature controller etc.) are
controlled while also enabling the user to visualise and save the measurement. Data
was analysed in the Spyder IDE or the JupyterLab environment using the Python
programming language. Plotting was done using the matplotlib library. Heavy
use of the numpy and scipy libraries was made, for general data manipulation or
for example in calculating Fourier spectra. Additionally, scipy.optimize.curve_fit()
module was used to fit the data and the Trust Region Reflective algorithm was
used instead of the usual Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm because constraints were
in many cases imposed on the parameters to reduce the execution time or improve
the fit by imposing parameters, known from other measurements (as is well known,
the parameters corresponding to the lowers least-square error are not always those
corresponding to a physical minimum). The model used to fit the data is based
on the DECP model of coherent phonon generation and the details of derivation of
the original model will not be given, but can be found in the literature [51, 54, 55].
However, while the model is phenomenological in nature its predictions are used to
construct a curve fitting function and fit it to the measured data to arrive at some
conclusions about the relaxation processes of interest. In the DECP model, the































































G(t− τ) is the pulse autocorrelation function defined as G(t) =
∫∞
−∞g(t− τ)g(τ) dτ ,
and g(t) the normalized pulse shape function, R is the normal-incidence reflectivity,






(where one of the media is taken to be air with nair ≈ 1)
and ϵ1 and ϵ2 are the real and imaginary part of the complex frequency-dependent
dielectric constant, n is the excited carrier density, Q the phonon mode normal
coordinate and Epump the pump pulse energy per unit area. Moreover, ρ and κ are
proportionality constants relating the increase of the excited carrier density to the
pump power density at the sample surface and the equilibrium normal coordinate








where ω0 is the frequency of the phonon mode, γ its damping constant, β relates
the decrease of the excited carrier density to the excited density itself and Ω is the
observed frequency of the mode. If the limit of narrow pulses we can approximate
















In our investigations, the approximation of vanishingly narrow pulses proves
inadequate (as it usually does) and the finite pulse length has to be included in the





where t0 is the time of arrival and σ the pulse length.
The actual fitting is performed using a simplified form of Equation (4.6) where
the amplitudes of the exponential components and the oscillating component are
bunched together, while taking into account the pulse shape given by Equation
(4.11). Additionally, the number of visible exponential relaxatory components and
phonon modes differs from material to material and from state to state. The sim-










where n is the number of exponential components to the signal, m the number of































In the fitting process the pulse length σ and the time of arrival t0 are optimized
as well as the amplitude Ai and relaxation time τi for each exponential component
in the fitting function. Similarly, for each oscillatory component, the frequency ωj,
decay time γj and phase ϕj are optimized.
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In this chapter the results of our experiments will be presented and discussed. First
the properties measured at low pump beam fluences (in the linear regime of exci-
tation) will be presented and in the following the findings, such as the existence of
a hysteresis loop, will be connected to previous work on IrTe2 given in Section 2.
Afterwards, measurements at high pump fluences will be presented and non-thermal
features in the data, features which we have not observed in the linear regime of exci-
tation at any of the studied temperatures, will be discussed. Finally, we will discuss
the results of a particular experiment performed to cross-correlate the behaviour we
observed with STM studies of optically induced changes.
5.1 Pump-probe response in the linear regime of
excitation
The discussion in this section will revolve around the properties measured in the
linear regime of excitation, where the pump fluence is still small and the amplitude
of the transient reflectivity response scales linearly with increasing pump fluence.
The measurements were performed either at 0.2 or 0.5 mJ/cm2, both of which were
found to be comfortably in the linear regime of the material but measuring at the
slightly higher fluence has the benefit of providing improved signal-to-noise ratio.
We have performed measurements with the pump at both the fundamental wave-
length of 800 nm (’red pump’) as well as the frequency doubled 400 nm (’blue pump’).
Exciting the sample with beams of different wavelengths/energies can in general re-
sult in different observed responses depending on the band structure of the material
being studied, but in our investigations, we have found only minor differences, to
be discussed below, between the two. However, most measurements were performed
with the red pump due to higher available fluences and, unless noted otherwise, the
data presented below corresponds to that wavelength. The wavelength of the probe
was always 800 nm.
We have first performed temperature dependent measurements in a range of
temperatures between 10 K and 300 K both on heating and on cooling. Additionally,
we have verified that the signal exhibits no dependence on the polarisation of the
pump beam, which puts as in the displacive excitation regime (see Section 4.3).
Figure 5.1 shows the transient reflectivity signals at different temperatures per-
formed with the blue and red pump beams. For consistency, the probe beam po-
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Figure 5.1: Different types of transient reflectivity signals observed in temperature depen-
dent measurements and their phonon spectra, measured using the blue a), c) and the red
pump b), d).
larisation (which will be discussed in more detail below) was kept equivalent in red
pump and blue pump measurements. The signals measured using the blue pump
were obtained in the heating cycle, after cooling the sample to 80 K and heating it
back up, while the measurements done with the red pump were obtained by cooling
the sample from approximately room temperature. The temperatures were chosen
specifically to highlight the three different ’types’ of behaviour of ∆R/R which can
be observed in the linear excitation regime in the temperature dependence. We
label them the high-temperature (HT) signal, type 1 low-temperature signal (LT1)
and type 2 low-temperature signal (LT2). In time-traces corresponding to LT1-type
and LT2-type we observe pronounced oscillations and as well as the trend of tran-
sient reflectivity staying positive throughout our measurement. No oscillations are
observed in the HT type and the sign of ∆R/R turns negative after an initial spike.
The spectral decompositions of the oscillations, calculated from the raw data with
the use of the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, are shown in the bottom
panels of Figure 5.1, where FFT magnitude is plotted as a function of frequency. The
oscillations we observe are attributed to the effects of coherently generated phonons
on the dielectric tensor, as discussed in Section 3.2, and their frequencies correspond
to the energies of Raman-active phonon modes fitting within the time-resolution of
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FFT density plot, red pump
Cooling
Figure 5.2: Temperature dependence on cooling using the red pump. Left: A density
plot of the temperature dependence of transient reflectivity in the cooling cycle. Right:
Density plot of the temperature dependence of phonon modes in the cooling cycle. White
dashed lines approximately correspond to cooling cycle transition temperatures and anno-
tations identify the modulation vectors of the charge ordered phases. Black (white) arrow
corresponds to the direction of temperature change.
our experiment. The scale of the frequency axis has been adjusted to only show the
visible modes, not the full accessible frequency range, which goes up to 10 THz.
As can be seen, most of the difference between the HT types, measured at 295
K, happens after the initial fast spike in transient reflectivity, specifically in the
behaviour when ∆R/R becomes (almost) negative. According to the literature, the
material is in the high-temperature phase at these temperatures, which is the least
interesting phase for us as it hosts no charge order, and as such was not studied
closely. Moreover, the general trend in the behaviour is the same and despite the
difference in pump wavelength the discrepancy is small.
In both red pump and blue pump measurements the lower temperature signal
types can be easily distinguished from each other by the amplitude of the tran-
sient reflectivity response and by the distinct phonon frequencies observed in them.
The changes in phonon frequencies between signal types are larger than the small
changes in each particular type due to the expected softening of phonon modes with
increasing temperature due to the Grüneisen mechanism [80]. Additionally, when
this softening is adjusted for, the phonon frequencies observed in the spectra in Fig-
ure 5.1 correspond well between measurements performed in different pump-probe
schemes.
By studying the phonon spectra of each signal type in Figure 5.1c and Figure 5.1d
we can observe slight differences in the relative amplitudes of the modes between
those measured with pumps of different wavelengths. While differences in phonon
contributions to ∆R/R in different pump-probe schemes is not unexpected, the slight
inconsistency might also be the result of different locations (’spots’) at which the
signal was measured and as such do not imply any significant difference in behaviour
between the two pump-probe schemes.
Next, we look for connections between our observed pump-probe response and
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R/R density plot, blue pump



















FFT density plot, blue pump
Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence on heating using the blue pump. Note the different
temperature scale compared to Figure 5.2. Left: A density plot of the temperature depen-
dence of transient reflectivity in the heating cycle. Right: Density plot of the temperature
dependence of phonon modes in the heating cycle. White dashed lines approximately cor-
respond to cooling cycle transition temperatures and annotations identify the modulation
vectors of the charge ordered phases. Black (white) arrow corresponds to the direction of
temperature change.
microscopic properties of IrTe2. We first investigate the hysteresis in high temper-
ature phase to (1/5)-phase and (1/5)-phase to (1/8)-phase transitions observed in
XRD and transport measurements [10, 17, 18, 28, 34].
The first indication of hysteretic behaviour can be observed in Figure 5.1 where
the temperatures corresponding to LT2-type signal were measured at different tem-
peratures: 230 K and 180 K on cooling (with red pump) and heating (using the
blue pump) respectively. Figure 5.2 shows the temperature dependences of tran-
sient reflectivity and the corresponding phonon spectra in the range between 80 K
and 295 K (signals on the right side of Figure 5.1 are taken from this measurement
run) obtained using the red pump in the cooling cycle.
In Figure 5.2a we observe that changes from one type of signal to the other
happen abruptly, at well-defined temperatures, and in a ’step-like’ fashion. These
changes occur at TC1,cool ≈ 280 K and TC2,cool ≈ 190 K which are consistent with the
temperatures of phase transitions reported in XRD [17, 18]. Thus, we can assign
LT1-type of response to (1/5) charge ordered phase and LT2-type response to (1/8)
charge ordered phase. The density plot of the phonon spectra on Figure 5.2b also
shows step-like changes in the frequencies and the amplitudes of observed phonon
modes. Additionally, increase in amplitude of the signal and in the amplitude of
the phonon modes can be seen after cooling below each of the transitions. This
suggests the that the charge order becomes gradually more uniform with decreasing
temperature, which is expected. The consensus in literature is that the transitions
are of the first order type, which is consistent with our findings. When approaching
the transition, we observe no soft mode which would be a strong indication (but not
a proof) of a second order phase transition [81], however, due to a jump in entropy
no universal behaviour is expected upon a fist order phase transition.
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The temperature dependence in the heating cycle (includes the signals on the
left side of Figure 5.1) is plotted in Figure 5.3. It is of note that these measurements
were performed using the blue pump and, most importantly, that the temperature
range is much narrower, only from 225 K to 300 K. While some other heating
cycle temperature dependences were performed in a broader temperature range (and
measured using the red pump), the measurement run shown here is the best in
terms of the density of the temperature scale (spacing in temperature was 2.5 K).
The high temperature resolution allows us to better estimate the apparent width
between the transitions: the material transits from the low temperature (1/8)-phase
to the middle temperature (1/5)-phase at TC2,heat ≈ 270 K and then to the HT-
phase at TC1,heat ≈ 280 K. Our other measurements confirm this finding but are
generally less illustrative because of worse temperature resolution. The presence of
the hysteresis loop additionally confirms the notion of first-order phase transitions
as these are, as a result of the nucleation mechanism responsible for the transition,
always accompanied by a hysteresis.
It is important to note that the transient reflectivity signal in each of the phases
exhibits only mild variations e.g. the signal at all the temperatures corresponding
to, for example, the (1/8)-phase is almost the same. This holds down to the lower
temperatures accessible in our experimental configuration, about ∼ 10 K.
The hysteresis can be visualised better by comparing two measurement runs
spanning the whole thermal phase diagram, both measured using the red pump. To
facilitate this comparison, we have fitted the measured ∆R/R signals (not shown in
raw form) with a variant of the model discussed in Section 4.4. The temperature
dependences consist of time-traces like those plotted in Figure 5.1, all of which
can be decomposed into the following: a fast exponential relaxation with relaxation
time τ1, a longer exponential relaxation with relaxation time τ2, a step function with
which we model the long-lived thermal diffusion dominated part of the relaxation
(in effect another exponential relaxation with a fixed, long relaxation time) and
possibly damped oscillators corresponding to phonon oscillation. Only one oscillator
corresponding to the most pronounced mode in each low temperature structural
phase was used in this case.
In Figure 5.4a the fast (τ1) and middle (τ2) relaxation times are plotted as a
function of temperature. Fitting with more oscillators is possible but takes longer
and would in this case not provide any additional useful information. We note that
the fast relaxation time τ1, which is frequently attributed to relaxation of electronic
(or quasi-particle) degrees of freedom (as discussed in Section 3.3), stays below 1 ps
in the whole temperature range (the errors in τ1 upon heating (red squares) are due
to a high degree of noise), which appears consistent with the relaxation of excited
electrons as observed in time-resolved ARPES [25]. Figure 5.4b shows a more robust
way to distinguish structural phases - frequencies of the observed phonon modes are
plotted as a function of temperature. As is known, phonon frequencies, in quite good
approximation, depend only on the atomic structure of the material. In addition,
the amplitudes of the modes are represented by the intensity of the scatter points.
Plotted in this manner, the hysteresis loop is very apparent and can be resolved
both in the dependence of τ2 and in phonon frequencies. No phonon modes are
visible in the HT-phase, but when cooling below 280 K, after the transition to the
(1/5)-phase, 5 phonon modes appear: one around 2.35 THz, two around 2 THz and
two split modes around 1.2 THz. When cooling below 190 K and through the second
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a)
b)
Figure 5.4: a): Relaxation times extracted from a fit to temperature dependences in the
heating and cooling cycles, obtained in the degenerate pump-probe scheme. b): Phonon
frequencies and their amplitudes (represented as the intensity of scatter points) extracted
from the temperature dependences. Dashed horizontal lines correspond to transition tem-
perature TC2,cool and TC2,heat.
transition into the (1/8)-phase, the mode around 2.3 THz splits into a very strong
lower frequency and a faint high frequency mode. Modes around 2 THz seem to join
into a single mode, as do the modes around 1.2 THz and an additional mode around
1.55 THz appears. All the modes harden with decreasing temperatures, which is
expected and is due to the fact that anharmonic effects are less pronounced at lower
temperatures [80].
The last thing to be discussed in this section are the differences in probe-
polarisation dependent measurements in different structural phases. The measure-
ments were first performed at 300 K, then at 255 K and at 150 K at which point
the sample was heated back to 255 K and the dependence was measured for the
final time. The full polarisation dependence (10 curves for probe-polarisation angles
20◦ apart between measurements) at each temperature was fitted (again using three
exponential components and one oscillator) and the amplitudes of exponential com-
ponents were extracted. The dependences and fits are shown in Figure 5.5, where
the angle ϕ corresponds to the angle between the probe-beam polarisation direction
and the optical table.
Immediately we observe that the polarisation dependence is nearly isotropic in
the HT-phase, but that anisotropy develops with the appearance of charge order
when cooling under TC1,cool. After the transition to the (1/8)-phase, the anisotropy
is increased again as is observed by the larger spread in the maxima of ∆R/R. When
heating back to 255 K no phase transition occurs and the dependences in Figures
5.5c and 5.5d differ only in their amplitudes, as if scaled.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of our sample (courtesy of Evgeny Goreshnik
from the Department of Inorganic Chemistry and Technology at Institute ’Jožef
Stefan’) enabled us to determine the orientation of the high-temperature crystal
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Figure 5.5: Probe-polarisation dependences in different structural phases. a): Dependence
in the HT-phase at 300 K. b): Dependence in the (1/5)-phase at 255 K. c): Dependence
in the (1/8)-phase at 150 K. d): Dependence in the (1/8)-phase at 255 K after heating















































































Figure 5.6: Anisotropy of probe-polarisation dependence in different structural phases and
at different temperatures. a) Anisotropy in A1, the amplitude of the fast exponential term
with τ1, b) in A2, the amplitude of the middle exponential term with τ2, c) and in A3, the
amplitude of the step-function. Note that in panel c), the absolute value of A3 is plotted.
This is due to the fact A3 is negative in the HT-phase and positive in others. Dotted
black line at ϕ = 0 corresponds to the direction of the charge order stripes and the high
temperature b-axis.
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axes in relation to the laboratory system (the plane of the optical table) and to
features in the probe-polarisation dependence. We find that ∆R/R time-traces
showing the highest amplitude (curves around ϕ ∼ 0◦ in Figure 5.5) correspond to
the polarisation of the probe-beam being directed approximately along the b-axis
of the high temperature structure (see Figure 2.2). Similarly, transient reflectivity
time-traces showing the lowest amplitude are obtained when the polarisation of
the probe-beam is perpendicular to the high temperature b-axis (that is to say,
directed along the low-temperature a∗-axis, as defined on Figure 2.2). In other
words: the amplitude of the pump-induced change of reflectivity is largest along the
predominant direction of the charge order stripes and smallest perpendicular to the
stripes. We also note that all the temperature dependent measurements discussed
above were performed in the probe-polarisation directed perpendicular to the stripes
where the oscillations were found to be most prominent.
Anisotropy in the probe-polarisation dependence and its relation to the crystal
axes can be better visualised if the amplitudes of the extracted relaxatory com-
ponents are plotted on a polar plot, as is shown in Figure 5.6. We can observe
an almost completely isotropic dependence in the HT phase, but, as noted above,
anisotropy appears in the (1/5)-phase and increases in (1/8)-phase. Reflections
through the horizontal and vertical directions (through and perpendicular to the
b-axis) are symmetry elements of the plots in the figure (small deviation is due to
experimental error and possible fit artefact) as well as a C2 rotation in lower tem-
perature phases, but a full analysis of the observed symmetries was not performed.
As noted in Chapter 2, IrTe2 has a trigonal structure (space group P3m1) in
the HT phase and in general, no polarisation dependence of ∆R/R is expected for
a trigonal structure 1. However, a small degree of anisotropy can nonetheless be
observed in HT-phase derived amplitudes (at most about ∼ 10%) but because the
signals in the angular dependence are otherwise essentially the same and no real
distinguishing features exist between them, we believe the observed variation in
HT-phase amplitudes to be due to the dependence of the transmission coefficient on
the angle between the (linearly) polarised light of the probe beam and the scattering
plane of the cryostat window for the case of non-normal incidence (the probe-cryostat
window incidence angle is ∼ 10◦), given by the full Fresnel equations. This claim is
corroborated by the fact that ∆R/R in the HT-phase is maximal at 0◦ and 180◦,
which corresponds to p-polarized light, where, according to Fresnel equations, the
transmission through the CaF2 crystal is maximal, while the transmission is minimal
around 90◦. This exactly agrees with our observation.
This concludes the discussion of our findings at low fluences. Effects in the
non-linear regime - at high laser fluences - will be presented in the next section.
1Discussion with dr. Tomaž Mertelj
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5.2 Pump-probe response at high photoexcitation
densities
The previous section was dedicated to the discussion of linear regime properties,
where the sample was first weakly perturbed by the pump and subsequently interro-
gated by the probe. However, in some materials photoinduced phase transitions can
be induced by strong ultrashort laser pulses [2, 75], and the promise of observing in-
teresting strongly-out-of-equilibrium behaviour motivates experiments utilizing high
fluence pump beams. In this section, the results of our search for photoinduced be-
haviour in IrTe2 will be presented.
We have performed fluence dependences (measurements where the fluence of the
pump beam is increased from low to high) starting in the (1/8)-phase at 10 K in two
probe polarisations. The first probe-polarisation, which we name P⊥, was the same
as before, corresponding to the minimum of the signal amplitude, while the second,
which we name P∥, corresponded to the maximum. At the onset of our study this
choice was motivated by the fact that in the linear regime at low temperatures, the
amplitude A1 of the fast relaxatory component is almost zero in P⊥ and maximal in
P∥ (cf. Figure 5.6) and measuring fluence dependences in these polarisation would
allow us to track effectively separate relaxation components. The expediency of
this choice was later confirmed by our analysis of crystal axes as discussed in the
previous section, from which we have determined that P⊥ is directed perpendicular
to the high temperature b-axis and P∥ is parallel to it.
In addition to the fluence dependences, we have performed full probe-polarisation
dependences both at low laser fluence and at the highest available fluence (about 10
mJ/cm2) at the same temperature to be able to compare the results.
5.2.1 Fluence dependences
Let us turn to the first of the fluence dependences performed in the P⊥ probe
beam polarisation. The measurements were performed at 10 K and with increasing
pump-beam fluence. The minimum fluence was ∼ 0.1 mJ/cm2 and the maximum
∼ 10 mJ/cm2. Low-fluence measurements were also performed periodically during
the fluence dependence as well as afterwards to check for any persistent changes of
behaviour which could be due to photoinduced effects or sample damage. No per-
sistent changes were observed and low-fluence measurements confirmed the sample
is restored to its initial (1/8)-phase after high fluence exposure.
The P⊥ fluence dependence is plotted in Figure 5.7. Transient reflectivity signals
at different fluences and normalized by the fluence (∆R/R/F , where the fluence F is
calculated using Equation(4.5)) are plotted in Figure 5.7a. The measurements at low
and at the highest fluences behave markedly different. The major effect of fluence is
immediately obvious from the very pronounced change in fast relaxation at higher
fluences, where the apparent peak of the pump-probe response is delayed. While the
low fluence behaviour is as expected for the low temperature (1/8)-phase, the shape
of the high fluence pump-probe response is qualitatively different than anything
observed in the linear regime at any of the studied temperatures (cf. Figures 5.1-
5.3) and is hence clearly a photoinduced feature. Below we discuss the observed
changes in behaviour.
Figure 5.7b shows the development of the P⊥ phonon spectrum with increasing
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Figure 5.7: Fluence dependence in the F⊥ probe polarisation. a): Transient reflectivity
signals, normalised by fluence, offset for clarity. b): Phonon spectra of the normalized
transient reflectivity. Dashed line corresponds to the strongest mode at ∼ 2.35 THz, the
frequency of which is used as an approximate thermometer. c): ’Phonon thermometer’.
The extracted frequency of the most prominent phonon mode in fluence dependence (green
pluses) is overlaid on top of the frequencies extracted from the temperature dependence
(see Figure 5.4). Relative damping rates of the mode are shown by black crosses (top x-
axis, right y-axis). d): Normalised transient reflectivity signals at fluences lower than 2.4
mJ/cm2 correspond to the linear regime and fall on top of each other. Signals measured
at fluence of ≥ 2.4 mJ/cm2 and above show departure from linear behaviour.
fluence. Initially, softening of the strongest mode at ∼ 2.35 THz and a gradual
suppression of the amplitudes of all the modes in the whole frequency range is
observed, however, at fluences higher than ∼ 6 mJ/cm2 the situation changes. The
amplitude of the ∼ 2.35 THz mode continues to decrease, whereas the amplitude
of the peak around 1.2 THz starts to increase. This seems in contrast with the
general expectation of modes’ amplitude decreasing due to heating, anharmonicity,
incoherent scattering etc. characteristic of strong perturbation by intense optical
pulses.
Let us look more closely at the behaviour of the 1.2 THz mode, whose behaviour
deviates from what would be expected. Due to our limited spectral resolution we
are unable to accurately resolve if the changes are limited to the increase of the
amplitude of the single spectral peak characteristic of the low temperature (1/8)-
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phase in the linear regime, or a more complicated situation involving two split
peaks, characteristic of the (1/5)-phase, arises. Despite our inability to resolve the
potential splitting, we note that in the linear regime, the (1/8) → (1/5) transition is
accompanied by a substantial increase in amplitude of the two split modes around
1.2 THz (cf. Figure 5.4). The increase in amplitude observed in our data is thus
consistent with a partial, transient appearance of the middle temperature (1/5)-
phase, however, the nature of the photoinduced state cannot be inferred from this
fact alone. While the mode at ∼ 2 THz is not unambiguously representative of
either of the charge ordered phases, the frequency of the ∼ 2.35 THz mode, which
can be consistent with either the (1/8)- or the (1/5)-phase (see Figure 5.7c), and the
decrease of the amplitude of the ∼ 1.5 THz mode, which is absent in the (1/5)-phase,
additionally suggests a suppression of the (1/8)-phase in favour of a microscopic
mixture of (1/8)- and (1/5)-phase at high fluences. The mixture scenario is further
supported by the fact that the ratio of the amplitude of the ∼ 2.35 THz mode to that
of the ∼ 1.2 THz mode corresponds neither to the ’pure’ (1/5)- nor the (1/8)-phase.
Another interesting observation can be made regarding the width (damping) of
the phonon modes. From Figure 5.7a we observe that the oscillations in ∆R/R
are barely visible beyond 5 ps at the highest fluence, but survive much longer at
low fluences (see also Figure 5.7d or Figure 5.1). By fitting the data with a model
consisting of three exponential relaxatory components and one oscillator we con-
clude the damping of the ∼ 2.35 THz mode at the highest fluence is ∼ 3 times
as strong compared with the low fluence situation. The relative damping rates are
plotted by black crosses on Figure 5.7c (right y-axis). Strong damping is usually
ascribed to incoherent processes at strong excitations [82], a situation which is cer-
tainly applicable here. We note that the increase in damping is accompanied by the
softening of relevant phonon modes at high fluences, as expected for a underdamped
oscillator [83].
A natural question arises concerning the existence of a threshold of the change
in behaviour. For the first such boundary we can take the end of the linear regime,
where the linear scaling of the pump-probe response breaks down. This is illustrated
in Figure 5.7d, where the curves for F < 2.4 mJ/cm2 collapse nearly perfectly onto
each other (cf. bottom group). At higher fluences, plotted in the top group, a
significant departure from linear regime is observed. There is a pronounced step
for F = 8.3 mJ/cm2 and F = 9.9 mJ/cm2 in that group, suggesting an additional
threshold.
Let us now take a closer look at the softening of the ∼ 2.35 THz mode. In
the linear regime, where the laser fluence is sufficiently small, exposure to laser
pulses heats the sample and its effective temperature as ’seen’ by the lattice is set
by the balance between the cooling power of the cryostat and the power delivered
by the laser. However, exposure to pulses of higher fluences carries an additional
complication. Due to the relatively slow rotation of the chopper wheel compared
with the repetition rate of the laser, the intensity profile of the pulses arriving at
the sample is strongly modified as the beam is gradually and partially blocked by
the chopper. This results in the intensity of the pump pulses changing from zero to
maximum and back, and the number of pulses arriving at the sample still carrying
the highest fluence is relatively small. The majority of the pulses thus contribute
only weakly to the signal and only heat the sample before the relatively few high
fluence pulses arrive. Thus, the effective lattice temperature can be measured in
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Figure 5.8: Fluence dependence in the P∥ polarisation. a): Transient reflectivity signals,
normalised by fluence, offset for clarity. As in Figure 5.7, the onset of change at high
fluences can be observed. b): Phonon spectra of the normalized transient reflectivity.
Dashed line corresponds to the strongest mode at ∼ 2.35 THz.
experiment by tracking the shift (softening) of phonon frequencies - we call this the
’phonon thermometer’ - but only in the linear regime where the fluence is sufficiently
small to not cause any additional photoinduced effects and only if the dependence
of the phonon frequency on temperature is single valued.
Figure 5.7c shows the extracted frequency of the ∼ 2.35 THz mode as a function
of pump beam fluences (top x-axis) overlaid on top of the frequency of this mode
in temperature dependence (zoomed from Figure 5.4b, shown on bottom x-axis).
At the end of the linear regime, at F ≈ 2.4 mJ/cm2, the maximum temperature
determined by the ’thermometer’ is ∼ 40 − 50 K (compared with 10 K on the
cryostat cold finger), which is well within the region of thermodynamic stability of
the (1/8)-phase. According to a two-temperature model calculation performed by
the authors of [25], the lattice temperature should rise to about 300 K after 1 ps after
excitation with a 1 mJ/cm2 pulse of 825 nm light. Because of a small (compared to
the energy density absorbed from the pump pulse) latent heat of the transition at
TC1,heat, this result would imply that a transition to the HT phase should occur [25].
The authors note that no transition occurs in their experiment with pump fluences
of ≤ 2.7 mJ/cm2. This is consistent with our observations in the linear regime at
fluences < 2.4 mJ/cm2.
The situation is more complicated at larger fluences. An extension of the ’phonon
thermometer’ beyond the linear regime to larger fluences would imply an effective
lattice temperature of ∼ 150 K at 10 mJ/cm2, where the (1/8)-phase is still sta-
bile, however, as we have noted above, the use of the ’thermometer’ is not valid at
higher fluences and our frequency resolution precludes us from resolving if there is
any underlying structure to the ∼ 2.35 THz peak. This leaves us with the question
of the addition of the (1/5)-phase at high fluences. From two-temperature model
considerations we can expect the rapid heating of the lattice after the arrival of the
pump pulse. Crossing of the (1/8) → (1/5) transition seems a natural consequence
of exposure to high fluence pulses of full intensity which arrive at the sample undis-
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turbed by the chopper wheel. We note that even thermal crossings, when occurring
on picosecond timescales, are highly non-uniform [84]. Hence, mixed state rather
than any of the clearly outlined phases is expected in that case. Subsequent cooling
could then stabilize the inclusions of the (1/5)-phase. Based on the abrupt change
in the behaviour of ∆R/R above 6 mJ/cm2, the latter is the first fluence above the
threshold necessary to cross into (1/5)- (or even HT) phases.
Similar conclusions about qualitative differences in the signal with increasing
fluence, about the softening, and about the thresholds of change of ∆R/R can be
obtained by analysing the fluence dependence in the P∥ polarisation, plotted in
Figure 5.8.
To summarize, the modified relaxation along with increased damping are clear-
cut signatures of the transient non-thermal photoinduced mixture of multiple orders
in IrTe2.
5.2.2 Comparison of low and high fluence polarisation depen-
dences
In this section we will take a closer look at the probe-polarization dependence at
higher fluences and at the decomposition of the probe-polarisation dependent pump-
probe response into relaxation components for low- and high-fluence photoexcita-
tion. Probe-polarisation dependent measurements at ∼ 10 K both at low fluences
(∼ 0.2 mJ/cm2) and at the highest available fluence (∼ 10 mJ/cm2) are plotted on
Figure 5.9.
The difference in relaxation between both regimes is immediately clear. The
distinguishing feature of the high fluence data is the delayed peak of the response
which changes to a plateau-like structure when the probe polarisation changes from
P⊥ to P∥.
In order to quantify the differences between the two regimes we have fitted both
dependences with models introduced in Section 4.4. While the low fluence polarisa-
tion dependence can be fit with the same minimal model as used up until this point
(three relaxatory components and one oscillator), an additional exponent has to be
added to the model to fit the high fluence data. This is motivated by the obser-
vation that the short time relaxation behaviour at high fluences (see Figure 5.9b)
clearly shows that two, rather than one, processes contribute to relaxation. The
same conclusion can be also reached when trying to fit the fluence dependences dis-
cussed in the previous section. When fitting P⊥ polarisation data (Figure 5.7a) the
minimal model proves sufficient to obtain reasonable agreement, however, fitting the
P∥ polarisation data (Figure 5.8a) becomes impossible at higher fluences unless the
fit is made un-physical in some way, either by the addition of very slow oscillatory
modes (with frequencies around ∼ 0.2− 0.5 THz) or by inclusion of additional un-
constrained exponential components which result in improved agreement with data
but at the cost of large interdependencies between fit parameters. Any conclusions
one might obtain from the better behaved P⊥ polarisation fit are thus invalidated,
as there is no way of knowing the evolution of either the new component’s ampli-
tude or its relaxation time with fluence. However, different assumptions could be
made regarding the behaviour of the new mode e.g., linear increase in amplitude
after some threshold fluence but fixed relaxation time, or similar variations on this
theme. As we will show below, the additional information available to us through
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Figure 5.9: Probe-polarisation dependences at low and at high pump fluences at 10 K.
a): Probe-polarisation dependence of transient reflectivity at low (∼ 0.2 mJ/cm2) pump
fluence. b): Probe-polarisation dependence of transient reflectivity at high (∼ 10 mJ/cm2)
pump fluence. c): Amplitudes of the exponential relaxatory components and sinusoidal
fits (as guides for the eye) extracted from the (normalized by fluence) low fluence probe-
polarisation dependence. Three exponential components (τ1 ≈ 0.24 ps, τ2 ≈ 12 ps and
τ3 ≈ 2 ns) and one oscillator were used to fit the dependence. d): Amplitudes of the
exponential relaxatory components and sinusoidal fits (guides for the eye) extracted from
the (normalized by fluence) high fluence probe-polarisation dependence. Four exponential
components (τ1 ≈ 0.35 ps, τ2 ≈ 11 ps, τ3 ≈ 2 ns and τ4 ≈ 0.65 ps) and one oscillator were
used in the fitting. Black dashed lines correspond to P⊥ (perpendicular to high temperature
b-axis) and P∥ (parallel to high temperature b-axis) polarisation direction introduced in
the previous section.
the probe-polarisation dependences allows us to quantify the observed relaxation in
the low and high fluence limits and might enable us to test different assumptions
regarding the new mode and to ultimately consistently fit both the P⊥ and the P∥
fluence dependences. However, such an analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Let us now quickly outline the procedure employed in fitting the polarisation
dependences. Low fluence data was fitted using the model with three relaxation
times τ1, τ2 and τ3 (where τ3 = 2 ns was fixed and represents the long-time thermal
diffusion dominated relaxation) which were found ’globally’ for the whole depen-
dence, however, the amplitudes of the relaxatory components A1, A2, and A3 (the
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latter effectively being the height of a step function), were optimized for separately
for every ∆R/R time-trace. To account for the change in relaxation in high fluence
data, an additional relaxation component with relaxation time τ4 and amplitude A4
was added to obtain good agreement. τ3 was kept fixed to 2 ns as in the low fluence
case.
We now turn to a discussion of the results of the fits. Figure 5.9c and Figure
5.9d show the angular dependences of the amplitudes of the relaxatory components
of the signals, extracted from the fit (see figure caption for more details) as well as
a sinusoidal fit to the extracted dependences. While A1, A2, and A3 show broadly
similar behaviour in both the high and the low fluence regimes, the high-fluence-
only component A4 shows hardly any probe-polarisation dependence. We note that
the high fluence traces exhibit a lesser degree of anisotropy (smaller variation of
relaxation amplitudes) most clearly exemplified by the short time A1 component,
whose variation in the low fluence data is about twice as large as in the high fluence
dependence. Importantly, at low fluences, where the sample exists in the thermal
(1/8)-phase, A1 is nearly extinguished at P⊥ (see also Figure 5.6 where), while
the opposite is true at high fluences, where A1 remains appreciable at the same
polarisation. The latter fact is reminiscent of the anisotropy observed in the thermal
(1/5)-phase, which, together with a lesser overall degree of anisotropy, also exhibits a
nonvanishing A1 at P⊥. While this is not as persuasive an argument compared to the
discussion of the changes in the phonon spectra in the previous section, it nonetheless
seems to support our claim that a mixture of multiple phases is photoinduced by high
fluence excitation. Analysis of differences of the anisotropy of A2 and A3 that might
give additional credence to our claim is precluded by the relatively low specificity of
the anisotropy of these amplitudes to either the (1/8)- or the (1/5)-phase, as seen
in Figure 5.6 by the similar response of A2 and nearly identical response of A3 in
both phases.
We will now discuss the appearance and the nature of the new component in more
detail. Due to the lack of additional probe-polarisation dependences at intermediate
fluences we are, as was noted above, unable to determine the evolution of the new
component’s relaxation time or amplitude with fluence. However, based on the
discussion of threshold fluences in the previous section we can surmise that the
threshold for its appearance is somewhere in the region of ∼ 5.9 − 6.6 mJ/cm2,
which corresponds to fluences where ∆R/R experiences a pronounced departure
from linear-regime behaviour (cf. Figure 5.7, 5.8). But what is the nature of this
new component and is its appearance consistent with our claim of a photoinduced
mixture of phases?
The necessity of including an additional relaxation process into our description
suggest that the observed behaviour is due to a fundamentally different mechanism,
not present in the linear-regime phase diagram. Additionally, because of the short
timescale of the additional process, we could conclude that the change in relaxation
is due to a modification of the electronic structure of IrTe2. Below we suggest two
possibilities consistent with this conclusion.
The change in relaxatory behaviour could be due to a process which is present,
but dormant and unobserved in the thermal regime of excitation. Two processes of
similar relaxation time but of drastically different magnitudes would be impossible
to distinguish in our linear regime measurements. We suggest such a process, of
negligible magnitude at weak excitation, could be dramatically enhanced in the
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strong excitation regime if due to a strongly non-linear excitation mechanism. Above
a certain fluence the process could then become distinguishable from the thermal
process which dominates the response in the linear regime.
The second possibility we could suggest as a possible explanation is that exci-
tation with increasing fluence is accompanied by a transition to a new, transient,
non-thermal electronic state, but without any significant modulation of the struc-
ture. Due to its electronic nature such a transition would be fast, which agrees with
our extracted timescale for the additional process (about τ4 ≈ 0.65 ps) and the sign
change as compared to the other relaxation amplitudes might be indicative of the
different nature of the processes constituting the observed time-traces.
While we cannot completely rule out either of these scenarios, the analysis based
on the phonon behaviour in the previous section is actually against them. Further-
more, the change in the degree of anisotropy from a highly anisotropic dependence
as expected for the thermal (1/8)-phase into a less anisotropic dependence at high
fluences, more reminiscent of (1/5)-phase anisotropy, also seems to supports our ear-
lier conclusion. If the mixture scenario holds, the new component could maybe be
connected with the melting of the (1/8) order in favour of an addition of (1/5)-phase.
In the absence of actual time-resolved measurements of the electronic and lattice
structure the discussion remains speculative, however, there is no doubt that IrTe2
can can be influence by strong optical excitation in a non-thermal manner and that
short-time relaxation in the high fluence regime is modified.
5.3 Changes after exposure to high fluence laser
pulses
In this section we will gain deeper insight into the long-term changes in the nanoscale
structure of IrTe2 produced either by a single short laser pulse or a train of pulses.
These results were obtained with the help of a combined ultrafast laser + STM
setup, the description of which goes well beyond the scope of the present thesis.
We will also discuss the correlation between the changes in the low-fluence optical
response and structural changes detected in STM following the exposure to trains
of ultrashort optical pulses.
The STM experiment proceeded as follows: an IrTe2 sample was loaded into the
STM and cooled to helium temperatures (about 5 K) and the STM was, through an
optical window, coupled to an ultrafast laser. Such a setup enables us to measure
surface properties of the sample (in our case the topography), expose the sample to
the laser and subsequently image the surface again to see the effects of exposure on
the atomic scale. Special care was taken to measure the same area of the sample
before and after the exposure. This can be achieved, but errors on the scale of a
couple of 10s of nm are to be expected. The experimental protocol is outlined in
Figure 5.10a.
In some materials, such as 1T-TaS2 [2] or Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 [85] long-term meta-
stability can be induced even by exposure to a single ultrashort pulse. IrTe2 is not
one of these materials, but in our experiments we found that high fluence pulse trains
of 50 fs pulses can induce effects in the material. We have subjected our sample to
pulse trains made up of N = 50 to N = 50000 high fluence (7− 10 mJ/cm2) pulses
at the laser repetition rate of 100 kHz (10 µs between each pulse).
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Figure 5.10: Schematics and results of the ultrafast laser + STM experiment. a):
Schematic experimental protocol: pristine state of IrTe2 at T = 5 K is imaged with STM
tip; then the tip is retracted to the height of few 10s of µm with single steps of coarse
drive and the area under it is exposed to (a train of N) ultrashort pulse(s) with pre-set
fluence (7 − 10 mJ/cm2) separated by 10 µs; the exposed area is imaged with SEM for
µm-sized changes (if present); the tip is approached, and the area exposed to the peak
intensity is imaged with STM. b): Atomic structure of the (1/8) and (1/5) reconstructions
of IrTe2 surface. c): Manipulation of the stripe pattern with multiple pulse sequences.
Temperature at the beginning of the exposure was ∼ 5 K. Individual pulse fluence was
∼ 10 mJ/cm2. The images (top-to-bottom) were obtained by applying the experimental
protocol in (a) with varying number of pulses sequentially to the same area. Dominant
periodicity is shown in images. Note that the (1/5) structure is not stable at 5 K within the
thermal phase diagram. d): Persistence of the photoinduced (1/5) state to the single-shot
exposure to a pulse of the highest fluence. Same area before and after is shown. e): Large
area view of the area exposed to a train of 50000 pulses showing highly uniform rotation of
the (1/5) pattern with minor occasional inclusions of the (1/8) one. Note that directions
of stripes do not alternate and no vertices where multiple directions merge are observed.
(Courtesy of Ya. Gerasimenko)
Different effects were observed depending on the number of pulses in the train.
The relevant STM topography images are presented in Figure 5.10c. At 500 pulses
(also at N = 50, data not shown), healing of defects in the charge order (as men-
tioned in Section 2, (1/8)-phase is not completely homogenous and a mixture of
different periodicities exists as seen on Figure 5.10b) was observed, but exposing the
surface to 5000 pulses resulted in the apparent stabilization of the (1/5)-phase at 5
K. The stabilization of this phase at helium temperatures is undoubtedly surprising,
as its region of stability is limited to above 190 K in the thermal phase diagram. The
transition to (1/5)-phase was additionally accompanied by a change in the volume
of the sample, which was observed by scanning electron microscope. Exposure to
even longer pulse trains of N = 50000 pulses resulted in a change of the orientation
of the stripe phase. Notably, as shown in Figure 5.10e, the change of orientation
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was highly uniform with only minor inclusions of the equilibrium (1/8)-phase and
was observed over a large area of the sample surface. We also note that the photoin-
duced (1/5)-phase was found to be stable in regards to single shot exposure, but was
more susceptible to laser induced healing of defects, as the application of a single
laser pulse resulted in substantial increase in uniformity (see Figure 5.10d), whereas
single-shot exposure of the (1/8)-phase produced almost no noticeable effects.













































Figure 5.11: a): Changes in phonon spectra after exposure to high fluence pulse trains
measured at 10 K. First, the spectrum before excitation is shown (pristine). The spectra of
data measured after exposure to pulse trains are offset for clarity. b): Changes in spectra
after exposure at an elevated temperature of 200 K and c): at 230 K. (1/8)-phase phonon
peak positions are marked by dashed blue lines and possible (1/5)-phase peak position,
corresponding to the lower frequency peak in the double-peak structure in the (1/5)-phase
(cf. Figure 5.1) is marked by a dashed yellow line.
The motivation for this experiment was the possibility to manipulate the low
temperature charge order with light in order to create hexagonal surface patches re-
ported in [31], however, no surface patches neither vortices/intersections of merging
differently oriented stripe phases were found.
We have repeated the STM experiment in optics in order to correlate the effects
observed in STM with the pump-probe response, from which any large-scale photoin-
duced changes of structural phase or charge order orientation would be immediately
observable, and to study the temporal evolution of the phase transformation.
We will first describe the experiment. The idea was to first expose the sample
with an additional high fluence pulse and subsequently measure the low fluence
∆R/R response in a conventional, low fluence pump-probe experiment. High fluence
pulse trains were generated by modulating a third beam (named the ’destruction’
beam due to it carrying most of the laser power) with an acousto-optic modulator.
The number of pulses in the train was controlled by a signal generator driving an
acousto-optic modulator and used to deflect the beam. The trains were triggered
manually to ensure only the desired number of pulses reached the sample. All
three beams were overlapped on the sample in advance, and when triggered, the
destruction beam was deflected onto the surface of the sample. After the end of the
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pulse train the destruction beam was effectively ’closed’ and a normal, linear regime
pump-probe sequence was initiated.
In addition to just performing the experiment at low temperatures (10 K), we
have also performed them at elevated temperatures (200 K and 230 K) to determine
if the sample at higher initial temperatures and closer to the transition into the
(1/5)-phase might prove more susceptible to high fluence excitation. Representative
results of our experiment are plotted on Figure 5.11. Note that the prominent mode
around 2.35 THz is not shown. This is because we have only observed relatively
small changes of the phonon spectra and no changes at all to that mode, which,
because of its high amplitude, only detracts from other observed effects.
Figure 5.11a shows the phonon spectra calculated from the data measured at 10
K when the sample was in its pristine (1/8)-state, after applying 5000 pulses and
after applying 50000 pulses. Note that the amplitudes of the modes before pulse
train excitation are small. Appreciable change in the spectrum is only observed after
applying a train of 50000 pulses. The changes are concentrated in the region around
1.2 THz and a double-peak structure, similar to that observed in the (1/5)-phase
(see Figure 5.1) appears. There could be some doubt whether the new peak is real
or is just the result of noise, but due to the (1/5)-phase not being stable at such
low temperatures, no direct comparison can be made. However, if a Grüneisen shift
to higher frequencies with decreasing temperatures is assumed we indeed find the
central frequencies of the observed modes to be slightly to close (the difference in
frequency amounts to ∼ 6%) compared with the thermal phase diagram, where the
(1/5)-phase is stable and the difference in frequencies is ∼ 9% at ∼ 200 K. Even
though in real solids the Grüneisen parameter is known to be mode-dependent [80],
the limited temperature range of (1/5)-phase stability, the limited amount of data
at these temperatures (see Figure 5.4) and the fact that no Raman-scattering study
was ever conducted up to such low frequencies precludes us from estimating the
hardening in the T → 0 limit for both modes with sufficient accuracy to resolve the
3% discrepancy.
Broadly similar observations can be made after looking at Figure 5.11b, which
shows the results obtained at 200 K. Here, ∆R/R measured after 5000 pulses con-
tained a lot of additional noise which has been propagated into the phonon spectrum,
however, after 50000 pulses the noise levels have not only dropped, but the spectrum
itself shows interesting features. Firstly, a more convincing double-peak structure
appear around 1.1 − 1.2 THz, which, in contrast to the situation at 10 K, exactly
corresponds in frequency to the expected peaks in the (1/5)-phase. Secondly, the
whole phonon spectrum becomes much sharper after pulse train excitation, as ex-
emplified by the peaks in the spectrum becoming more developed. This might be
a signature of the healing of defects observed in STM, but in any case testifies to
the fact that the sample can be influenced by the pulse trains. Figure 5.11c shows
the phonon spectra after performing the experiment at 230 K. Again, we observe
sharpening of the phonon structure and the appearance of a new peak around 1.1
THz, but the effects are not as drastic in this case.
If a change of phase or alternatively a change of orientation of the charge or-
der would have occurred, the shape of the signal would change accordingly. We
can comfortably conclude we have observed no complete phase transformations or
changes of orientation on the scale comparable to what we observed in our STM
experiment. However, while the question whether any effect was induced at 10 K
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might be open, we have undoubtedly observed signatures of the (1/5)-phase after
exposing the sample to longer pulse trains (50000+ pulses) at elevated temperatures.
This leads us to believe that we have induced a mixed phase, consisting mostly of
the pristine (1/8)-phase but with an additional small admixture of the (1/5)-phase,
which was stabilised by heating above the transition and cooling back.
There are multiple pictures that explain our seemingly negative results when
comparing the optics to the STM experiment. It is possible that only the surface
layer was affected by the pulse trains. Surface topography was studied in STM and
even though a change in crystal volume was observed, which puts into question the
only-surface interpretation, the change of volume and the phase change might only
be confined to a thin flake of the sample. Compared to STM, transient reflectivity
spectroscopy is a bulk probe, as the penetration depth for 800 nm light for IrTe2 is
about 20 nm [25, 38]. Therefore, if the effect would have been confined to only a
couple of layers near the surface, we might have missed it completely. However, the
charge order in IrTe2 is three-dimensional (see Figure 2.2) and because the interlayer
coupling in IrTe2 is stronger than in most TMDCs [18], the transformation of only
the top layer (or a couple of layers) with no change of the structure deeper in the
sample seems unlikely.
Another interesting connection can be made to the observations in [21], where a
phase diagram of IrTe2 was constructed as a function of sample thickness. The width
of the hysteresis loop was found to increase with decreasing thickness, which was
ascribed to slowing of the ordering kinetics in thinner samples [21] and can lead to
supercooling of phases at temperatures lower than in the bulk material [37]. If a flake
was exposed to the laser and imaged in STM, the absence of any persistent effect
in our optical experiment could be explained by the lack of necessary conditions
for slow kinetics. However, while we cannot completely exclude this possibility,
this interpretation seems unlikely as it is not consistent with the fact that in all
studies of thinned samples ([21, 30, 36]) the (1/8)-phase, the equilibrium phase of
the unperturbed sample in our STM experiment, was not observed in thin flakes.
Additionally, the damage threshold is generally lower in flakes and in the course of
the STM experiment, a number of flaky parts of the surface were damaged upon
exposure, but the part of the crystal where the topography was imaged was clearly
undamaged.
The last possibility we put forward is that a phase transition was transiently
induced, but for some reason the (1/5)-phase was not fully stabilised. The transfor-
mation into the (1/5)-phase in STM might be the result of quenching the sample
from a sufficiently high temperature (where the material exists in a quasi-thermal
(1/5)- or even HT-phase) sufficiently quickly. The instability of the new phase in
optics might be due to any number of experimental factors, for example from dif-
ferent gluing conditions (how the sample is glued to the substrate which is in turn
mounted into the cryostat) and/or other factors inducing mechanical strain in the
sample (which was recently found to be of great importance in stabilising the (1/6)
surface ground state [86]), different cooling conditions, much worse vacuum in the
optical cryostat compared to the STM, a different laser repetition rate, different
beam diameters etc. Moreover, it is known that variation in the behaviour of charge
order can exist between samples [18, 30, 34, 36] and cooling rates [31, 34, 36], how-
ever, the high quality of our samples lead us to believe other experimental conditions
noted above are more likely to be responsible for the difference in our observations.
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Figure 5.12: Representative data from a three-pulse pump-probe experiment performed at
10 K. a): Pump-probe time-traces obtained with respect to different times of arrival of the
high fluence D pulse. The time of arrival of D is shown by black arrows and annotated
accordingly. b): Spectral decomposition of the traces in panel a).
We are unable to conclusively identify the root cause of the phase instability
as observed in our optical experiments, however, to investigate the matter further,
we have performed additional three-pulse pump-probe measurements of transient
reflectivity at 10 K. Three laser beams are used and overlapped on the sample in the
three-pulse technique. One of the beams carries most of the power (the ’destruction’
or D pulse) and is used to strongly drive the sample out of equilibrium, while the
other two beams are used to perform a low fluence pump-probe measurement (as
described in Section 4.2) with respect to different delays before or after the arrival
of the strong, high fluence pulse [63, 87, 88, 89]. In contrast to the pulse train
experiment, where high fluence pulses are triggered manually and the pump-probe
sequence is subsequently initiated in the absence of D pulse exposure, in three-pulse
measurements all three beams are open at all times and pulses arrive at the sample
in regular intervals, separated by the repetition period of the laser. The pump beam
is modulated to facilitate the use of phase sensitive detection (as is the case in two-
beam pump-probe) while the destruction and probe beams are left unmodulated.
We will discuss the results of the three-pulse experiment below. Some represen-
tative time-traces are shown in Figure 5.12 where pump-probe responses are plotted
at different times of arrival of the destruction pulse, marked by black arrows.
We have identified signatures of the formation of a (1/5)-like-phase a couple
of picoseconds after strong excitation by the high fluence (∼ 10 mJ/cm2) pulse.
We have observed no persistent phase transformation and the sample returns to
its thermal (1/8)-phase about 150 ps after the arrival of the high fluence pulse,
however, a (1/5)-like-phase, characterized by an increased amplitude of ∆R/R can
be clearly identified between 2 and 50 ps after the arrival of the D pulse. The
increase in amplitude is accompanied by a modification of the phonon spectrum
(shown in Figure 5.12b) and shows an extinguishing of the ∼ 1.55 THz mode, which
is thermally only observed in the (1/8)-phase (cf. Figure 5.1), as well as an increase
in the amplitude of the peak at ∼ 1.2 THz and a decrease in the amplitude of
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the ∼ 2.3 THz mode. Indeed, all of these features are characteristic of the higher
temperature (1/5)-phase or alternatively of a mixture of (1/8) and (1/5) phases, as
was argued in Section 5.2.1. The (1/5)-phase double-peak structure around 1.1−1.2
THz cannot be reliably resolved in all the presented time-traces, however, this is
not surprising as we can imagine a large degree of non-uniformity contributing to
increased damping after an abrupt photoinduced transition, which would result in
decreased visibility of phonon modes. This is exemplified by the strong damping of
phonons even 100 ps after D pulse excitation (bottom curve on Figure 5.12a).
We note an appreciable difference between the time-trace measured 100 ps after
the arrival of the D pulse (bottom time-trace in Figure 5.12a) compared to the time-
trace where the D pulse arrives 20 ps after the start of the pump probe sequence
(top-most time-trace in Figure 5.12a). The latter situation is equivalent to measur-
ing ∼ 4 µs (the repetition period of the laser in our experiment) after the arrival of
the exciting pulse. We observe a decrease in oscillation intensity, a broadening of
the spectral line and a change in the frequency of the most prominent ∼ 2.35 THz
phonon. We expect some of these changes are due to increased damping after the
sample recovers from the photoinduced transition, however, the change in frequency
of the strongest ∼ 2.35 THz mode can be assigned to different effective tempera-
tures of the material at different times of arrival of the D pulse. By analysing the
frequencies of the strongest mode, we can estimate the temperature in the same
manner as in Section 5.2.1 (phonon thermometer in Figure 5.7c) and find that the
base temperature in our experiment (temperature 4 µs after the arrival of the pulse)
is about ≥ 150 K, still well within the region of thermodynamic stability of the
(1/8)-phase. This result puts into question the previously suggested scenario that a
quench is responsible for the stabilization of the (1/5)-phase as observed in STM, as
our optical three-pulse pump-probe measurements show the temperature increase
due to constant, periodic exposure to high fluence pulses (using an unmodulated
beam), separated by 4 µs, is around ∼ 150 − 200 K and is not sufficient for the
sample to undergo a complete, thermal transition to the (1/5)-phase. However, due
to the large number of differing experimental conditions between these experiments,
such a conclusion might be unjustified.
We now turn to another interesting feature in the data presented in Figure 5.12.
An abrupt drop and change of sign of ∆R/R accompanied by a drastic and almost
complete suppression of coherent oscillations is observed for time-traces where the D
pulse arrives during the pump-probe sequence (the antepenultimate and the penul-
timate curves in Figure 5.12a). Based on the fact the linear-regime HT-phase is
characterised by negative ∆R/R at longer delays and an absence of coherent oscilla-
tions (cf. Figure 5.1), we assign the drop to a transition to a high-temperature-like
phase. Closer inspection reveals that the drop in signal is delayed with respect to
the arrival of the pulse by approximately 1 ps. This delay can be interpreted as the
photoexcited-electron - lattice energy relaxation time [88]. Indeed, the timescale of
the observed drop is broadly consistent with an extrapolation of the time necessary
for a partial photoinduced phase transition into the HT-phase (conjectured to be
driven by the transient lattice temperature [25]) to higher fluences (as used in our
experiment). The authors of [25] suggest the material is trapped in a metastable
out-of-equilibrium state when excited with 2.7 mJ/cm2 pulses of 825 nm light and
the higher-still fluences used in our experiment, coupled with the high heat load
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on the sample2, could be enough to trigger the transition. Further evidence of this
behaviour might be a small feature in the data after the drop of ∆R/R in the form
of a small rise and subsequent drop (’heap’) overlaid on top of the otherwise rea-
sonably smooth recovery of the signal. This feature might be the remnant of the
spike in ∆R/R observed at short delays in the HT-phase (cf. Figure 5.1, 5.5) but
strongly supressed in our data due to the already extreme density of the excited
carriers and the resulting saturation of the response. The last point is purely spec-
ulative as three-pulse measurements were not performed in the HT phase to search
for traces of such behaviour. Alternatively, the ’heap’, which is reproducible in all
our measurements, might be evidence of some other dynamic process in the course
of the transition.
Is there any connection between the ∼ 1 ps delayed drop after D pulse arrival
and the additional relaxation component included to fit the high fluence polarisa-
tion dependence, discussed in Section 5.2.2, and conjectured to be connected to
a partial phase transition into a mixed (1/8) + (1/5) state? As was discussed in
Section 5.2.1, the beam intensity variation in high fluence two-pulse pump-probe
experiments is complex due to the use of a mechanical chopper for beam modula-
tion. The same cannot be said for the present three-pulse situation, where the D
beam is left unmodulated and the pulses arriving at the sample are all of identical
intensity. Due to the absence of variation in intensity of different individual pulses,
the heating/cooling balance is different compared with high fluence two-pulse exper-
iments, where most of the pulses arriving at the sample are partially blocked by the
chopper wheel and contribute less to the overall signal. As such we could imagine
that exposing the sample to pulses of uniform intensity and large fluence per pulse
could drive the sample through the transitions more efficiently and result in a more
complete transition into the HT-phase, while in high fluence two-pulse experiments
the transition would be only partial.
Let us now summarize our findings. While time-traces measured close to the
arrival of the D pulse (black curves on Figure 5.12) exhibit features distinct to those
observed in two-pulse experiments either in the linear-regime or at high fluences,
the data obtained at longer times after high fluence excitation (−2, −5, −10 ps
etc. on Figure 5.12) shows that a transient phase transition is induced by the
photoexcitation and that the sample cools back into its initial (1/8) phase through
mixed states consisting of varying ratios of thermal equilibrium phases. Hence, the
three-pulse pump-probe data presented here supports our earlier assertion that a
transient photoinduced phase transition into a mixed state is induced by high fluence
photoexcitation. However, identifying the reasons behind the transient nature of
the induced mixture of phases as compared to the results of the STM experiment is
beyond the scope of this work.
2Because the D beam is left unmodulated it contributes twice the average power compared
to the pump in normal high fluence pump-probe measurements. Hence, the deposited energy is
higher.
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As is the case with so many studies and experiments performed in the broader field of
condensed matter physics, our work was motivated by the search for superconductiv-
ity. More specifically: the search for light-induced superconductivity. While today
the consensus seems to be that light-induced superconductivity cannot be proven
by optical methods alone, interesting all-optical experiments were nonetheless per-
formed in recent years: the emergence of a transient superconducting state in a com-
plicated cuprate due to exposure to a mid-infrared light pulse, its energy resonant
with a particular Cu-O stretch, was allegedly, but controversially, achieved a number
of years ago [90], and a similar experiment was performed on another cuprate [91]
and a molecular solid, K3C60 [92]. Furthermore, light induced metal-superconductor
switching was demonstrated by the exposure of a FeSe/SrTiO3 heterostructure to
a below-bandgap continuous-wave light field [93]. However, no demonstration of
either fast all-optical non-volatile switching or persistent switching into a supercon-
ducting state by use of ultrafast optical pulses has been achieved to date, neither in
heterostructures nor in bulk materials.
In the best case scenario our research into IrTe2 would have resulted in a light
induced persistent transformation into the state exhibiting hexagonal superconduct-
ing surface patches as observed in [31], a result which would indeed have been very
exciting. While we have not observed such effects, the main finding which have
stemmed from our work are summarized below.
Some of the interesting and, for a transition metal dichalcogenide, nonparadig-
matic microscopic properties of IrTe2 remain inaccessible to our probe, and in our
linear regime measurements we have found no new physics in IrTe2. However, we
have mapped the behaviour of the low-frequency phonon modes over the equilibrium
phase diagram. These proved extremely sensitive to peculiar changes in the ordering
of the Ir-dimers, thus paving the way for the time-domain identification of Ir-ordering
and the identification of the structural phases of the material. We have also explored
probe-polarisation dependences in each of the structural phases and observed the
reported hysteresis loop. We have found the emergence of anisotropy in the polar-
isation dependences to be concurrent with the appearance of Ir-dimerization and
the resulting charge order. Additionally, we have observed an increase in anisotropy
with decreasing temperature, as the symmetry of the lattice of IrTe2 is lowered.
We have identified the non-thermal regime with a threshold onset at higher
fluences. In this regime, the transient mixture of structural phases evident in phonon
spectra exhibits a short-time response (usually ascribed to electronic degrees of
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freedom) qualitatively different from any combination of those in the equilibrium
phase diagram. We tentatively ascribe this to a short living photoinduced metastable
state.
In a combined optical and STM experiment we have revealed the remarkable
resilience of the Ir-ordering to single ultrafast pulses of the highest fluence, despite
the clear electronic modification in the non-thermal regime observed in pump-probe
experiments. The structural motif is thus dominating in the long-term dynamics
and precluding the stabilization of metastable states in bulk crystals.
We have also shown that the structural component of Ir-ordering can be con-
veniently manipulated thermally, with both periodicity and directionality of Ir-
ordering controlled with optical pulse sequences. However, this manipulation turns
out highly uniform on the nanoscale, precluding the formation of the sought-after
hexagonal intersections of charge order stripes.
Finally, with the three-pulse pump-probe measurements, we have clocked the
thermal evolution of the Ir-ordering on the time scale of tens of picoseconds, thus
laying the ground for on-demand manipulation of the structural orders.
However, important questions remain unanswered. The question of why we
have not been able to stabilise the (1/5)-phase in any of our optical experiments
remains open. Additionally, our findings conflict with those reported in [31], where
quenching the sample resulted in the formation of surface patches capable of hosting
superconductivity at low temperatures in bulk IrTe2. A possible reason for the
difference in behaviour might lie in the effects of strain on stabilisation, which might
arise due to different characteristics of the quench. In the case of [31] the quench
was uniform, while only a small part of the crystal experiences a quench in our
experiments.
Undoubtedly, we have answered the question whether optical excitation can be
employed to influence the charge order in IrTe2. Indeed, more work than what
is presented in this thesis has already been performed. We have studied the pho-
toexcited behaviour further by performing additional three-beam ultrafast optical
spectroscopy experiments at different temperatures and destruction pulse fluences.
While the results of these experiments are not yet completely understood and will
be published later, it is apparent that understanding the photoinduced behaviour of
IrTe2 will require more work employing different experimental methods, which would
make it possible to access microscopic degrees of freedom inaccessible in reflectivity
measurements. Time-resolved resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (tr-RIXS), time-
resolved low-energy electron diffraction or THz time-domain spectroscopy are all
interesting possibilities. Another interesting direction to take would be the study of
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To derive the transient reflectivity change ∆R/R, some assumptions have to be
made. We start by assuming the beam diameters are large compared to the optical
penetration depth, given by λ = c0
2ωn2(ω)
, were n2(ω) is the imaginary part of the
complex index of refraction. We also assume that the transient dielectric constant
(change in the complex dielectric constant of the solid resulting from excitation by
the pump) varies slowly compared to the timescale of the optical pulse: ∆ϵ(z, t) ∼
∆ϵ(z), where the z-axis is normal to the sample surface. Next, we write the wave













where n = n(ω) is the complex index of refraction and ∆P is the pump induced
transient polarisation. We assume normal incidence and that the probe filed prop-
agating into the sample is monochromatic and of the form
Ep(z, t) = t12E0pe
i(nkz−ωt) + c. c. . (A.2)
The transient polarisation is then given by
∆P (z) = ϵ0∆ϵ(z)Ep(z, t) = t12E0pϵ0∆ϵ(z)e
i(nkz−ωt) + c. c. , (A.3)
where E0p is the amplitude of the incident probe field at z = 0 and t12 = 2(1+n) is
the Fresnel transmission coefficient which takes into account the transmission of the
probe field into the sample. The solution to Eq. A.1 outside the sample at z = 0 to













z dz + c. c. , (A.4)
where t21 is the coefficient for the transmission back outside the sample.
Because the experiment is performed with a pulsed laser, our assumption of the
probe field being a plane wave does not hold and we have to account for the temporal
shape of the pulse. In the case of a Gaussian temporal profile








τ2 e−iωt + c. c. =
∫ ∞
0
A(ω − ω0)e−iωt dω + c. c. (A.5)
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Appendix A. Transient reflectivity
































+ c. c. ,
(A.6)
where t′ = t− 2n z
c0
. By writing the reflected probe field in the absence of the pump




































2) and K(z) ∼ 1 for narrowband pulses.
By using 1/λp = αp = 2n2ω/c0 for the probe absorption coefficient and assuming
both the pump and the probe are of the same wavelength while also invoking the



























Im (n2 − 1)
Re (n2 − 1)
=
2n1n2
n21 − n22 − 1
.
(A.8)
Further simplification of the above equations can be achieved by assuming the
transient change of the dielectric constant is proportional to the absorbed pump
energy density and writing ∆ϵ1,2(z) = ∆ϵ1,2(0)e−αPuz.
The above derivation including extra steps can be found in [72] and [87].
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Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
V magistrskem delu smo se ukvarjali s proučevanjem dinamike ureditve naboja (ang.
charge order) v iridijevem diteluridu - IrTe2, v katerem lahko, kljub enostavni kemi-
jski formuli, opazimo celo vrsto zanimivih fizikalnih pojavov; od nenavadnih struk-
turnih faznih prehodov do kompliciranega superprevodnostnega faznega diagrama.
Naše delo je motivirala možnost krojenja superprevodnih lastnosti materiala z ul-
trahitrimi laserskimi sunki, tekom študije pa smo opazili zanimivo, prvič opaženo
obnašanje materiala pod vplivom močnih ultrahitrih laserskih sunkov, pri katerih je
gostota energijskega toka velika.
Na začetku povzetka v slovenskem jeziku bomo na kratko predstavili nekatere
zanimive lastnosti IrTe2. Temu bo sledil kratek opis eksperimentalne metode, nato
pa se bomo posvetili rezultatom.
Iridijev ditelurid - IrTe2
IrTe2 spada v skupino dihalkogenidov prehodnih kovin. To so spojine s kemijskimi
formulami oblike MX2, kjer je M prehodna kovina (Mo, W, Ir, Ta itd.), X pa halko-
gen (S, Se, Te itd.). Po odkritju grafena leta 2004 so postali dihalkogenidi prehodnih
kovin ponovno zelo aktivno področje raziskav, saj je njihova struktura plastovita kar
omogoča preprosto tanjšanje vzorcev in z manjšanjem dimenzionalnosti povezano
večanje korelacij med elektroni.
Zaradi njihovih zanimivih faznih diagramov so raziskave dihalkogenidov prehod-
nih kovin lahko bazične narave, v zadnjih letih pa je bilo veliko dela posvečenega
tudi možnim aplikacijam teh materialov. Znano je na primer, da lahko kristali teh
materialov postanejo superprevodni, ter da se v njih pojavijo valovi gostote naboja
in spinski valovi [7], tanke vzorce in kosme (ang. flakes) pa je mogoče združevati
v heterostrukture [5]. Možne aplikacije segajo od stikal, senzorjev, sončnih celic in
fotodetektorjev do tranzistorjev na poljski pojav [6, 7, 8]. Lastnosti teh materialov
(imenovanih tudi ’2D-materiali’) je mogoče relativno preprosto manipulirati, npr.
s spreminjanjem debeline, substrata, z manipuliranjem mehanske napetosti ali z
dopiranjem.
Strukturne lastnosti iridijevega ditelurida
Pri sobni temperaturi IrTe2 kristalizira v trigonalno strukturo tipa CdI2 (prostorska
grupa P3m1) [10], ki jo vidimo na Sliki 6.1, kjer modre krogle predstavljajo atome
iridija, rumene pa atome telurja.
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a) b)
Slika 6.1: Kristalografska struktura IrTe2 pri sobni temperaturi. a): Trigonalna struktura
IrTe2 vzdolž osi z oziroma pravokotno na ravnino ab. Atomi iridija v modri barvi in atomi
telurja v rumeni. b): Struktura IrTe2 pravokotno na os a. Opazimo lahko karakteristično
plastovito strukturo. Slika povzeta po [9].
Pri hlajenju materiala pod ∼ 280 K je le-ta podvržen faznem prehodu prvega
reda in preide v tetragonalno kristalografsko strukturo (prostorska grupa P1), hkrati
pa pride tudi do ureditve naboja, ki se kaže v obliki enodimenzionalnih prog (ang.
stripes) in v koordinatnem sistemu visokotemperaturne trigonalne faze lahko ured-
itev opišemo z valovnim vektorjem q1/5 = (1/5, 0, 1/5). Tej fazi materiala pravimo
faza z modulacijo (1/5).
Poleg pojava ureditve naboja pride pri faznem prehodu pri ∼ 280 K tudi do skoka
električne upornosti in zmanjšanja Paulijeve susceptibilnosti [10, 18]. Pojav ureditve
naboja in spremembe električnih in magnetnih lastnostih so v dihalkogenidih prehod-
nih kovin velikokrat pripisane pojavu vala gostote naboja [10] (valovi gostote naboja
se pojavijo v mnogih dihalkogenidih prehodnih kovin), vendar je narava ureditve v
IrTe2 drugačna. Vzpostavitev vala gostote naboje zmeraj spremlja tudi pojav energi-
jske reže v pasovni strukturi [94], vendar v primeru IrTe2 reža ni bila opažena [11].
Smatra se, da je ureditev naboja v IrTe2 posledica delne dimerizacije vezi Ir-Ir v
ravnini ab ter polimerizacije vezi Te-Te med ravninami [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. V pro-
cesu tvorbe Ir dimerov se valenca iridija spremeni iz Ir3+ (pri visokih temperaturah) v
mešano stanje Ir3+ in Ir4+ atomov, kjer so Ir4+ atomi tisti, ki se dimerizirajo [18, 19].
Kot rečeno se vzpostavitev ureditve naboja kaže v progah na površini vzorca vzdolž
osi b, kar si je mogoče razlagati kot posledico dimerizacije dveh od petih Ir ato-
mov vzdolž osi a. Ureditev naboja ter orientaciji trigonalne in tetragonalne osnovne
celice so shematsko prikazane na Sliki 6.2.
V kristalih visoke kvalitete pride pri ∼ 190 K do še enega faznega prehoda prvega
reda, pri katerem se modulacija ureditve naboja spremeni iz q1/5 = (1/5, 0, 1/5) v
dominantno modulacijo q1/8 = (1/8, 0, 1/8) [12, 13, 18, 25], vendar je so bile v
različnih študijah z vrstičnim tunelskim mikroskopom opažene tudi druge periode
ureditve [12, 13, 19, 22, 26]. Topografske slike različnih period modulacije, posnete
z vrstičnim tunelskim mikroskopom, so prikazane na Sliki 6.3.
Nadaljnje hlajenje nima vpliva na strukturne lastnosti razsežnega nedopiranega
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Slika 6.2: Shematski prikaz visokotemperaturne trigonalne in nizkotemperaturne tetrago-
nalne osnovne celice v IrTe2. Proge, ki so posledica ureditve naboja z modulacijo q1/5 so
prikazane s svetlo modrim senčenjem vzdolž visokotemperaturne osi b. Kristalografske osi
visokotemperaturne faze so prikazane z modro, osi nizkotemperaturne faze pa z oranžno.
Odebeljene rdeče črte prikazujejo vezi med dimeriziranimi atomi iridija, oranžni okvirji
pa ustrezajo nizkotemperaturni osnovni celici v fazi z modulacijo q1/5. a): Shematski
prikaz strukture vzdolž visokotemperaturne osi z. b): Shematski prikaz strukture vzdolž
visokotemperaturne osi b oziroma vzdolž prog ki nastanejo zaradi ureditve naboja. Slika
povzeta po [21].
a) b) c) d)
Slika 6.3: Različne ureditve naboja v IrTe2. a): Topografska slika (240×240 nm2) površine
nedopiranega IrTe2 pri temperaturi 77 K prikazuje karakteristične proge ureditve naboja.
Proge kažejo v isto smer, njihova dominantna perioda je (1/8) vendar so prisotne tudi
druge. Kristalne osi visokotemperaturne faze so prikazane s črnimi puščicami. Povzeto
po [22]. b): Stikališče različno orientiranih faz ureditve naboja z različnimi dominantnimi
periodami. Povzeto po [23]. c): Topografska slika heksagonalnih struktur, ki jih je mogoče
opaziti na površini superprevodnega kristala Ir0.95Pt0.05Te2. Fourierova transformacije
topografske slike je prikazana v vložku desno zgoraj. Povzeto po [24]. d): Topografske
slike z atomsko resolucijo, ki prikazujejo različne možne ureditve naboja v nedopiranem
IrTe2. Pod prvim faznim prehodom je najpogostejša faza z modulacijo (1/5), pod drugim
faznim prehodom faza z modulacijo (1/8), vendar se pri istih temperaturah pojavlja tudi
faza z modulacijo (1/11). Faza 1 × 1 ustreza visokotemperaturni strukturi IrTe2, kjer do
ureditve naboja ne pride. Povzeto po [13].
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IrTe2, v tankih vzorcih in kosmih pa pri temperaturi ∼ 160 K pride do kopice struk-
turnih prehodov [19] katerih posledica je vzpostavitev osnovnega stanja z modulacijo
(1/6) [12, 13, 19, 22]. Fazni diagram razsežnega IrTe2 [26] se torej razlikuje od tis-
tega, ki pripada tankim vzorcem [19].
Poleg opisanih lastnosti je pomemben del zgodbe o strukturi IrTe2 tudi histereza,
ki se pojavi v strukturi in električnih in magnetnih lastnostih materiala med cik-
loma hlajenja in gretja. Med hlajenjem pride do prvega prehoda (HT → (1/5)) pri
TC1,cool ≈ 280 K in do drugega ((1/5) → (1/8)) pri TC2,cool ≈ 190 K. Pri gretju pa
se prehod (1/8) → (1/5) zgodi komaj pri TC2,heat = 270 K in prehod (1/5) → HT
pri TC1,heat = 280 K. Kljub temu se IrTe2 v vseh svojih strukturnih fazah obnaša
kot kovina [10, 17, 18, 28].
Superprevodnost v iridijevem diteluridu
Odkritje superprevodnosti v dopiranem IrTe2 leta 2012 je v preteklih letih povečalo
zanimanje za ta material. Izkaže se, da postane razsežen kristal superprevoden pri
dopiranju s Pt, Pd ali Rh [10, 32, 33]. Topografijo vzorca, dopiranega s Pt, vidimo
na Sliki 6.3c, kjer namesto prog, značilnih za fazo z ureditvijo naboja v nedopiranem
materialu, vidimo heksagonalne strukture. Kritična temperatura superprevodnega
prehoda je okrog 3.1 K v optimalno dopiranih kristalih [10, 32] (∼ 5%) in se sprem-
inja glede na stopnjo dopiranja [10, 17, 29, 32] (topografske slike površin različno
dopiranih kristalov so prikazane na Sliki 6.4), kot bi pričakovali za druge dihalko-
genide prehodnih kovin ter za kuprate, kjer dopiranje privede do uničenja ureditve
naboja ter pojava superprevodnosti. V tem primeru v faznem diagramu nastane t.i.
superprevodna kupola, ki podaja območje dopiranja in temperature, v katerem je
material superprevoden.
V nasprotju s splošno sprejeto sliko superprevodne kupole so v nekaterih študijah
poročali tudi o superprevodnosti v razsežnem, nedopiranem kristalu [28, 35], čeprav
v drugih študijah, v katerih so se ukvarjali s proučevanjem superprevodnosti pri
različnih stopnjah dopiranja, niso poročali o superprevodnosti v nedopiranih vzor-
cih [10, 29, 32]. Zelo zanimivi so zaključki iz [28], saj so avtorji uporabili kristale
visoke kvalitete in poleg obeh strukturnih prehodov opazili tudi prehod v superpre-
vodno stanje pri ∼ 2.5 K.
Študije superprevodnosti v nedopiranem IrTe2 so bile narejene tudi na tankih
vzorcih, ne le na razsežnih. V [36] je avtorjem uspelo demonstrirati preklapljanje
med superprevodnim in normalnim (kovinskim) stanjem v kosmu kristala IrTe2.
Preklapljanje jim je uspelo doseči v kristalih, ki so jih z veliko hitrostjo (ocenjeno
na ∼ 107 K/min) ohladili s ∼ 300 K na 4 K in na tak način zaobšli fazni prehod v
fazo z ureditvijo naboja, za potreben pogoj pa se je izkazal tudi majhen volumen
vzorca, s čimer so avtorji zmanjšali število nukleacijskih jeder, okrog katerih bi se
lahko faza z ureditvijo naboja razširila.
Superprevodnost v tankih vzorcih so študirali tudi v [30] in [21]. V prvem
primeru so v počasi ohlajenih kosmih nedopiranega IrTe2, debeline med 70 in 90
nm, opazili superprevodnost. Kritična temperatura superprevodnega prehoda se je
gibala med 2.0 K in 3.2 K, odvisno od vzorca, kot kaže Slika 6.4e.
V študiji [21] so avtorji zgradili fazni diagram tankih vzorcev IrTe2 v odvisnosti
od njihove debeline, ki je prikazan na Sliki 6.4f. V nasprotju z pojavom superpre-






Slika 6.4: Superprevodnost v IrTe2. a) - d: Slike površine Ir1−xPtxTe2 za različne stopnje
dopiranja x, posnete z vrstičnim tunelskim mikroskopom. Na panelih a) in b), ki ustrezata
x = 0 in x = 0.04 je stopnja dopiranja prenizka in material ni superprevoden, na površini
pa vidimo ureditev naboja. Panel c) prikazuje x = 0.07 kjer je ureditev naboja uničena,
material pa superprevoden. Na površini opazimo heksagonalne strukture, podobno kot
na Sliki 6.3c. Pri x = 0.15 na panelu d) prav tako ne vidimo ureditve naboja, vendar
je v tem primeru stopnja dopiranja previsoka in material ni superprevoden. Paneli a)
do d) povzeti po [29]. e): Superprevodnost se pojavi v nedopiranih tankih vzorcih, v
debelejših, razsežnih vzorcih pa ne. Povzeto po [30]. f): Fazni diagram superprevod-
nosti v nedopiranem IrTe2 v odvisnosti od debeline vzorca. Krogi (kvadrati) označujejo
temperature prehodov iz visokotemperaturne v nizkotemperaturno strukturo z modulacijo
(1/5), pridobljene iz meritev električne upornosti (Ramanskega sipanja). Ts,up in Ts,dn
sta temperaturi prehoda, izmerjeni v ciklih gretja oziroma hlajenja. Črne pike predstavl-
jajo 10-kratnik temperature prehoda v superprevodno stanje. Superprevodna kupola je
šrafirana z rumeno, faza z ureditvijo naboja z modro in visokotemperaturna (normalna)
faza z rdečo. Povzeto po [21]. g): Površinske zaplate, ki se pojavijo v stikališčih faz z
različnimi orientacijami ureditve naboja. Strukture v zaplati imajo heksagonalno simetrijo
in so superprevodne pod ∼ 3.1 K. h): Krajevno spreminjanje spektra vrstične tunelske
spektroskopije pravokotno na mejo med domeno z ureditvijo naboja ter superprevodno
površinsko domeno. Globlje v superprevodni domeni se pojavi superprevodna reža tipa
BCS, ki se zmanjšuje z približevanjem meji med obema domenama, ter izgine v domeni z
ureditvijo naboja. g) in h) povzeta po [31].
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prehodnih kovin, kjer je pojav superprevodnosti pogojen z zatrtjem ureditve naboja,
so avtorji v tankih vzorcih opazili sočasen obstoj obeh faz.
Čeprav so izsledki, ki smo jih na kratko predstavili zgoraj, zanimivi, je največji
razlog za naše zanimanje za IrTe2 študija [31], v kateri so v nedopiranih, razsežnih
kristalih odkrili superprevodne površine domene, podobne tistim, ki jih je mogoče
opaziti v dopiranih vzorcih. Avtorji so pri nizkih temperaturah opazili fazno ločene
domene z ureditvijo naboja in superprevodne domene, kjer so se le-te nahajale na
stikališčih različno orientiranih domen z ureditvijo naboja, kot je prikazano na Sliki
6.4g. Superprevodno stanje je bilo v domenah opaženo pod ∼ 3 K (glej Sliko 6.4h),
ugotovili pa so, da je površinska gostota superprevodnih domen močno odvisna od
hitrosti hlajenja. To je bila na začetku naša glavna motivacija, saj nas je zanimalo,
ali lahko z izjemno visokimi hitrostmi gretja in hlajenja, ki jih omogočajo laserski
sunki iz ultrahitrega laserja, induciramo superprevodne domene v IrTe2. V splošnem
pa je, kot je razvidno iz zgornje diskusije, vprašanje superprevodnosti v IrTe2 in
povezave med superprevodnostjo in ureditvijo naboja, še odprto.
Izvedene so bile tudi številne študije z optičnimi metodami [11, 18, 19, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42], vendar je bila za nas najzanimivejša [25], kjer so študirali možnost
fotoinduciranega faznega prehoda v materialu. Ker do fotoinduciranega faznega
prehoda ni prišlo avtorji zaključijo, da je mogoče, da je v IrTe2 induciran le delni
fazni prehod in da je ureditev naboja robustna proti fotoekscitaciji.
Do sedaj ni bilo nobene študije, v kateri bi dodobra proučili tranzientno odbo-
jnost v IrTe2 po fotoekscitaciji z kratkimi laserskimi sunki, poleg tega pa so bile
gostote energijskega toka, uporabljene v optičnih študijah, majhne. Zato smo z
našimi raziskavami želeli najprej proučiti dinamiko v nedopiranem IrTe2 v vseh
strukturnih fazah ter raziskati, ali je mogoče z ultrahitrimi laserskimi sunki vpli-
vati na nizkotemperaturno ureditev naboja. Naš prvotni cilj je bil ugotoviti, ali je
mogoče z uporabo laserskih sunkov na površini materiala fotoinducirati domene, v
katerih pride do superprevodnosti.
Časovno ločljiva optična spektroskopija
Časovne skale dinamičnih procesov v trdnih snoveh, kot na primer ekscitacije in
relaksacije kvazidelcev, so izjemno kratke (femto- in piko-sekunde) in zato teh pro-
cesov ne moremo proučevati z konvencionalnimi električnimi metodami. Primerno
časovno resolucijo lahko dosežemo z uporabo pulznih laserjev, katerih pulzi so krajši
ali primerljivi z karakterističnimi skalami procesov, ki jih želimo opazovati. Uvod
v delovanje pulznih laserjev je mogoče najti npr. v [65], omenimo pa, da so bile
dolžine pulzov v našem primeru ∼ 50 fs.
Uporabili smo t.i. črpalno-testno (pump-probe) metodo, kjer žarek iz pulznega
laserja z delilnikom snopa razdelimo na dva žarka. Prvi nosi 80− 90% celotne moči
laserja in ga imenujemo črpalni žarek (pump beam), drugi žarek pa nosi preostanek,
imenujemo ga testni žarek (probe beam). Ideja meritve je preprosta: z vsakim pul-
zom črpalnega žarka vzbudimo spremembe v vzorcu, saj absorpcija laserskega se-
vanja v materialu vzbudi prehode kvazidelcev med energijskimi pasovi. Spremembe
zasedenosti povzročijo spremembe dielektrične funkcije materiala, le-te pa, preko
Fresnelovih enačb, vodijo do majhnih sprememb v reflektivnosti ali transmisivnosti
materiala, ki jih zaznamo s spremljanjem intenzitete testnega žarka. S spremin-
janjem zamika med črpalnim in testnim pulzom (to dosežemo preprosto s spremin-
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janjem dolžine optične poti enega od obeh žarkov) lahko pomerimo časovni razvoj
sprememb transmisivnosti (če merimo intenziteto prepuščenega testnega žarka) ali
reflektivnosti (če merimo intenziteto od vzorca odbitega testnega žarka), kar nam
daje informacije o različnih relaksacijskih procesih v materialu in njihovih časovnih
skalah. V našem primeru smo merili spremembe reflektivnosti - merili smo količino,
ki ji pravimo tranzientna reflektivnost ∆R/R.
Žarka, katerih premera sta ≤ 50 µm (za testni žarek) oziroma ≤ 100 µm (za
črpalni žarek) moramo prekrižati na površini vzorca, poleg tega pa moramo, ker
so spremembe reflektivnosti, ki jih vzbudimo s črpalnim žarkom, majhne, uporabiti
fazno občutljivo detekcijo. Črpalni žarek je zato moduliran in majhne spremembe
reflektivnosti lahko izluščimo iz intenzitete testnega žarka z fazno občutljivim (lock
in) detektorjem.
Uporabili smo laser, ki sveti pri valovni dolžini 800 nm in v večini naših meritev
sta bili valovni dolžini črpalnega in testnega žarka prav tako 800 nm. Nekatere
meritve so bile izvedene s črpalnim žarkom pri valovni dolžini 400 nm, kar smo
dosegli s podvajanjem frekvence na nelinearnem optičnem kristalu (v našem primeru
BBO-BaB2O4).
Pomembna parametra v eksperimentu sta še temperatura vzorca ter t.i. fluenca
laserja. Ker se vzorec nahaja v optičnem kriostatu ga lahko hladimo s tekočim
dušikom ali helijem. Vzorec lahko tudi grejemo, saj se v kriostatu nahajajo majhni
uporovni grelci. Temperaturo kontroliramo s temperaturni kontrolerjem, ki temelji
na PID (proporcionalno-integralno-diferencialni) kontrolni shemi.
Fluence laserja F je pravokotna komponenta gostote svetlobnega toka, ki vpada
na vzorec, zračunamo pa jo kot F = Pmeas
νS
, kjer je Pmeas z bolometrom izmerjena
moč laserskega žarka, ν repeticijska frekvenca laserja (število laserskih pulzov na
časovno enoto), S pa površina žarka na površini vzorca.
Rezultati in diskusija
Najprej smo izvedli meritve pri majhni fluenci v režimu linearnega odziva, kjer je
amplituda signala (torej odziva na črpalni sunek) linearno sorazmerna s fluenco.
Meritve so bile izvedene v temperaturnem območju med 10 in 300 K, večinoma smo
uporabili črpalni žarek pri 800 nm, v nekaterih primerih pa pri 400 nm. Merili smo
tako v ciklu hlajenja kot v ciklu gretja.
Kot je prikazano na Sliki 6.5 smo ne glede na valovno dolžino črpalnega žarka v
prej omenjenem temperaturnem območju opazili tri različne tipe (oblike) signalov,
ki jih imenujemo HT signal (ang. high temperature - visokotemperaturni signal),
LT1 signal (ang. LT1: low temperature type 1 - nizkotemperaturni signal tipa 1) in
LT2 signal. Na isti sliki so prikazani tudi spektri koherentnih oscilacij (izračunani z
metodo FFT), ki podajajo frekvence oscilirajočih delov signalov.
Opazimo, da signal tipa HT ne kaže koherentnih oscilacij, oba tipa nizkotem-
peraturnih signalov pa vsebujeta oscilacije in ju je mogoče med seboj ločiti po cen-
tralnih frekvencah in relativnih amplitudah nihajnih načinov zajetih v spektrih. V
časovni domeni nizkotemperaturna signala med seboj najlažje ločimo po amplitudi
vrha pri majhnih zakasnitvah, ki je večja pri signalu tipa LT1. Dodatna značilnost
signala tipa HT je negativna tranzientna reflektivnost pri večjih zakasnitvah, kar
je v nasprotju z obnašanjem signalov LT1 in LT2, kjer je ∆R/R vedno pozitivna
količina.
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Slika 6.5: Tipi signalov tranzientne odbojnosti, ki jih opazimo v temperaturnem območju
med 10 in 300 K, in pripadajoči spektri koherentnih oscilacij. a), c): Meritve s črpalnim
žarkom pri 400 nm. b), d): Meritve s črpalnim žarkom pri 800 nm.









































FFT density plot, red pump
Cooling
Slika 6.6: Temperaturna odvisnost ∆R/R v ciklu hlajenja, izmerjena z črpalnim žarkom
pri 800 nm. Levo: Gostotni prikaz temperaturne odvisnosti tranzientne reflektivnosti
v ciklu hlajenja. Desno: Gostotni prikaz temperaturne odvisnosti spektrov koherentnih
oscilacij v ciklu hlajenja. Bele črte sovpadajo s temperaturami faznih prehodov. Črna
(bela) puščica označujeta smer spreminjanja temperature.
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Izmerjene tipe signalov lahko povežemo z že znanimi strukturnimi lastnostmi
IrTe2, o katerih smo govorili v Razdelku 6. Na Sliki 6.6a vidimo gostotni prikaz
izmerjenega signala ∆R/R v odvisnosti od zakasnitve med žarkoma ter od tem-
perature, Slika 6.6b pa podaja spektre oscilacij, izračunane iz omenjenih meritev.
Meritve so bile izvedene v temperaturnem območju med 295 in 80 K v fazi hlajenja
ter pri črpalni valovni dolžini 800 nm. Opazimo lahko nenadne spremembe v signalu
ter v spektrih oscilacij. Pri temperaturah, ki sovpadajo z nenadnimi spremembami
pride v materialu do faznih prehodov in ker se te temperature odlično ujemajo s
tistimi iz literature, lahko signal tipa HT povežemo z visokotemperaturno normalno
fazo v IrTe2, signal tipa LT1 s fazo z ureditvijo naboja z modulacijo (1/5) in signal
tipa LT2 s fazo z ureditvijo naboja z modulacijo (1/8).
Gostotna prikaza meritev in spektrov oscilacij, izmerjenih v ciklu gretja v veliko
ožjem temperaturnem območju med 225 K in 300 K ter pri črpalni valovni dolžini
400 nm, sta prikazan na Sliki 6.7a in Sliki 6.7b. Pridemo do podobnih opažanj kot v
fazi hlajenja vendar opazimo, da so temperature prehodov v tem primeru drugačne.
Razlog je prej omenjeno histerezno obnašanje IrTe2, saj se v ciklu gretja prehod
(1/8) → (1/5) zgodi šele okrog 270 K, prehod (1/5) → HT pa okrog 280 K. Poleg
ožjega temperaturnega intervala je manjši tudi temperaturni razmik med meritvami
in posledično je gostota temperaturne skale dovolj velika, da lahko ocenimo, da je
temperaturno območje v katerem je faza (1/5) stabilna široko le ∼ 10 K.
Spektri koherentnih oscilacij na Slikah 6.6b in 6.7b dodatno nakazujejo, da ured-
itev naboja v IrTe2 ni val gostote naboja. Za take fazne prehode je namreč značilno
t.i. fononsko mehčanje oziroma pojav, kjer se ob približevanju temperaturi prehoda
frekvence tistih fononov, ki so sklopljeni s parametrom ureditve vala gostote naboja
zmanjšujejo [95], v naših eksperimentih pa takšnega obnašanja nismo opazili.
Poleg zgoraj predstavljenih meritev smo v linearnem režimu izvedli tudi druge
(npr. odvisnosti od polarizacije testnega žarka pri različnih temperaturah) ter dopol-
nili analizo s prilagajanjem krivulj na zgornje rezultate, vendar jih v tem povzetku
ne bomo obravnavali.
Sedaj bomo predstavili rezultate meritev, izvedenih pri večjih fluencah črpal-
nega žarka, pri katerih ne moremo več govoriti o linearnem režimu. V nekaterih
materialih lahko vzbuditve s pulzi velikih fluenc pripeljejo do fotoinduciranih faznih
prehodov [2, 75] ali celo dolgotrajne metastabilnosti [2, 85], in motivacija za eksperi-
mente, ki jih bomo opisali spodaj, je bila možnost vzbuditve prehodov v druge faze,
opazovanje močno neravnovesne dinamike ali induciranja superprevodnih domen, ki
smo jih opisali v Razdelku 6.
Vse meritve pri velikih fluencah smo izvedli pri ∼ 10 K, kjer je v termičnem
ravnovesju IrTe2 v fazi z modulacijo (1/8). Najprej obravnavajmo fluenčno odvis-
nost, tj. meritve, kjer med meritvami večamo fluenco črpalnega žarka. Meritve
smo izvedli v isti polarizaciji testnega žarka kot vse, ki smo jih predstavili do sedaj,
imenujmo jo polarizacija P⊥ (glej Slike 6.5, 6.6, 6.7). Minimalna črpalna fluence je
bila ∼ 0.1 mJ/cm2, maksimalna pa ∼ 10 mJ/cm2. Na Sliki 6.8a vidimo krivulje
tranzientne reflektivnosti, ki smo jih normalizirali na fluenco tj. ∆R/R/F . Takoj
opazimo, da se meritvi pri nizkih in pri visokih fluencah med seboj kvantitativno
razlikujeta. Zanimivo je, da signala, ki bi bil podoben temu, izmerjenemu pri vi-
sokih črpalnih fluencah, nismo v linearnem režimu opazili pri nobeni temperaturi.
Sklepamo torej, da so relaksacijski procesi po močni ekscitaciji fundamentalno dru-
gačni kot ti, ki jih opazimo v linearnem režimu pri isti temperaturi. Pomembno
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Slika 6.7: Temperaturna odvisnost ∆R/R v ciklu gretja, izmerjena z črpalnim žarkom
pri 400 nm. Temperaturna skala je drugačna kot na Sliki 6.6. Levo: Gostotni prikaz
temperaturne odvisnosti tranzientne reflektivnosti v ciklu gretja. Desno: Gostotni prikaz
temperaturne odvisnosti spektrov koherentnih oscilacij v ciklu gretja. Črna (bela) puščica
označujeta smer spreminjanja temperature.
opažanje je tudi, da ekscitacije visokih fluenc v materialu ne inducirajo nobenih tra-
jnih sprememb, saj so nizkofluenčne meritve, narejene po visokofluenčni ekscitaciji,
popolnoma reproducibilne.
Na Sliki 6.8b vidimo spektre koherentnih oscilacij signalov iz Slike 6.8a. Opaz-
imo, da se frekvenca najmočnejšega nihajnega načina manjša z višanjem fluence, kar
je pričakovano, saj se vzorec z višanjem fluence greje zaradi večanja absorbiranega
energijskega toka. Hkrati opazimo, da se amplituda tega načina manjša, njegova ši-
rina pa se veča. Poleg tega se proti koncu odvisnosti, pri najvišjih fluencah, izrazito
povečuje amplituda vrha okrog ∼ 1.2 THz. Žal je naša frekvenčna resolucija pres-
laba, da bi razločili, ali je vrh okrog 1.2 THz razcepljen, vendar iz zgornjih opažanj
ter povečane širine najmočnejšega nihajnega načina sledi, da z visokimi fluencami
material fotovzbudimo v neobstojno fotoinducirano mešanico različnih strukturnih
faz, natančneje, mešanico izvorne (1/8)- in višje temperaturne (1/5)-faze.
Dejstvo, da so tudi v signalih pri največjih fluencah še zmeraj prisotne koherentne
oscilacije je pravzaprav nepričakovano. V [25] so z uporabo dvo-temperaturnega
modela (ki na podlagi predpostavke, da imata atomska mreža ter elektronski pod-
sistem vsak svojo kvazi-stacionarno temperaturo, podaja časovni razvoj obeh tem-
peratur po absorpciji kratkega laserskega pulza [44, 45, 47]) izračunali, da naj bi
temperatura atomske mreže po absorpciji pulza valovne dolžine 825 nm in fluence
1 mJ/cm2 zrasla na 300 K po približno eni piko sekundi. Če bi se to zgodilo bi
prišlo do faznega prehoda v fazo HT, v kateri ni koherentnih oscilacij. Avtorji [25]
opazijo, da pri fotovzbuditvijo s fluencami, manjšimi od 2.7 mJ/cm2 ne pride do
fotovzbuditve v fazo HT, kar se sklada tudi z našimi opažanji.
Zanimivo je tudi, da je odziv linearen vse do mejne fluence približno ∼ 2.4
mJ/cm2, nad to fluenco pa pride do spreminjanja izmerjenega signala tranzientne
reflektivnosti, kot lahko vidimo na Sliki 6.8d. Dramatična sprememba v obliki odziva
je vidna tudi za fluence, večje od 5.9 mJ/cm2, kar nakazuje na dodaten prag.
Nazadnje komentirajmo še rezultate meritev, prikazanih na Sliki 6.9. Zanimala
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Slika 6.8: Fluenčna odvisnost pri temperaturi 10 K. a): Normalizirane krivulje tranzientne
reflektivnosti. Krivulje so premaknjene za večjo jasnost. b): Spektri koherentnih oscilacij
signalov iz a). Črtkana črta ustreza nizkofluenčni frekvenci najmočnejšega koherentnega
nihanja pri ∼ 2.35 THz. Opazimo, da se frekvenca zmanjšuje z večanjem fluence. c):
’Fononski termometer’: Frekvenca najmočnejšega nihajnega načina v fluenčni odvisnosti
(zeleni plusi) v primerjavi s frekvenco istega nihajnega načina, kot jo dobimo iz temper-
aturno odvisnih meritev v linearnem režimu. Relativno dušenje (širina) nihajnega načina je
prikazana s črnimi križi (desna os y in zgornja os x) d): Normalizirane krivulje tranzientne
reflektivnosti, izmerjene pri fluencah do 2 mJ/cm2 (tj. v linearnem režimu) sovpadajo.
Krivulje, ki pripadajo fluencam ≥ 2.4 mJ/cm2 odstopajo od linearnega obnašanja.
nas je razlika v odvisnostih izmerjenega signala tranzientne reflektivnosti od polar-
izacije testnega žarka za majhne oziroma visoke črpalne fluence. Vidimo, da se odvis-
nosti med seboj drastično razlikujeta. Primerjava relaksacije pri majhnih zakasnit-
vah kaže, da je treba v analizo visokofluenčne polarizacijske odvisnosti vključiti 4
eksponentne relaksacijske člene, namesto treh, ki jih potrebujemo v primeru nizkoflu-
enčne odvisnosti. Če primerjamo Sliko 6.9c in Sliko 6.9d vidimo tudi, da se dodatna
komponenta A4 skoraj ne spreminja s polarizacijo testnega žarka, ostale komponente
pa se v obeh odvisnostih obnašajo relativno podobno.
S tem zaključujemo povzetek v slovenskem jeziku. Za detajlno diskusijo prikazanih
rezultatov ter za rezultate nadaljnjih meritev, kjer smo med drugim proučevali
odziv vzorca na fotovzbuditev z visokofluenčnimi pulznimi sekvencami ter študirali
možnosti fotoinduciranih faznih prehodov med ravnovesnimi fazami, bralca usmer-
jamo k branju angleškega dela magistrskega dela.
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Slika 6.9: Odvisnosti tranzientne reflektivnosti od polarizacije testnega žarka pri tempera-
turi 10 K za primera nizke in visoke fluence. a): Odvisnost ∆R/R od polarizacije testnega
žarka pri nizki (∼ 0.2 mJ/cm2) črpalni fluenci. b): Odvisnost ∆R/R od polarizacije test-
nega žarka pri visoki (∼ 10 mJ/cm2) črpalni fluenci. c): Amplitude eksponentno relaksir-
ajočih komponent nizkofluenčne polarizacijske odvisnosti, kot jih dobimo s prilagajanjem
modela iz Razdelka 4.4, kjer vključimo tri eksponentno padajoče (z relaksacijskimi časi
τ1 ≈ 0.24 ps, τ2 ≈ 12 ps and τ3 ≈ 2 ns) komponente in en dušen oscilator. d): Amplitude
eksponentno relaksirajočih komponent visokofluenčne polarizacijske odvisnosti, kot jih do-
bimo s prilagajanjem modela iz Razdelka 4.4, kjer vključimo štiri eksponentno padajoče
(z relaksacijskimi časi τ1 ≈ 0.35 ps, τ2 ≈ 11 ps, τ3 ≈ 2 ns in τ4 ≈ 0.65 ps) komponente in
en dušen oscilator. Izluščenim odvisnostim so prilagojene sinusne krivulje.
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